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ROBABLY the first vessel to be
built in New England was the
Virginia, a "faire pinnace of
thirty tons" launched in the spring of
1607 at the mouth of the Kennebec
river in Maine. It was built by the
newly founded Popham Colony and
after some voyaging along shore and
sailing up the Kennebec as far as the
head of navigation, to what is now
Augusta, it set sail for England when
the settlement was abandoned in the
fall of that year and arrived safely.
An early need at the Plymouth
Colony was a ship carpenter and one
was sent over in the spring of 16'2+
Governor Bradford records that "he
quickly builte them 2 very good &
strong shalops (which after did them
greate service), and a greate and strong
lighter, and had hewne timber for 2
catches; but that was lost, for he fell
into a feaver in ye hote season of that
yeare (1624) .. . and dyed." It was
one of these shallops that was sent to
the Kennebec river in the fall of the
next year to open up a trade in furs
with the Indians, a trade that eventually relieved the Pilgrims from their
financial difficulties and extricated

FRANCIS

Dow

them from the clutches of the Merchant Adventurers in London.
Shipbuilding in Massachusetts really
began with the launching at Medford,
on July 4, 1631, of Governor Winthrop's trading vessel :£'he Blessing of
the Bay, which was built mainly of
locust. He records that the "bark being
of thirty tons went to sea," August 31,
1631 and in the following October she
"went on a voyage to the eastward"
and soon engaged in trade with the
Dutch at New Amsterdam. An eighteen-ton pinnace brought Virginia corn
and tobacco to Salem in 1631, and the
same year a ship was built at Richmond Island, off Cape Elizabeth,
Maine, which made regular voyages
for some years between that trading
settlement and England. This was
probably the first regular packet service in the Colonies. In 1634, a pinnace
of fifty tons came to Boston from Maryland, loaded with corn to exchange for
fish. In July, 1634, Capt. J ohn Mason
wrote to the Secretary of the Admiralty, that more than fifty ships were
trading to New England, of which
"six sail of ships at least, if not more,
belong to them."
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The shallop is frequently mentioned
in the early records. 1 twas a small twomasl:ed vessel carrying lug sails and
used in fishing and coasl:ing. I n 1630,
when the ships bearing Winthrop and
his company of settlers neared Cape
Ann, t hey "met a shallop, which sl:ood
from Cape Ann towards the I sles of
Shoals, which belonged to some English fishermen," and the next morning
they were boarded by M r. Allerton
from a shallop bound to P emaquid and
an hour later another shallop came out
to meet them as they stood in by Baker's Isle to the harbor at Naumkeag,
now Salem. In the spring of 1640, one
Palmer, of Hingham, "an ancient and
skillful seaman," in his ten-ton shallop,
was overset in Boston harbor. Someone
on board " had the sheet in his hand
and let fly," but there being little
ballasl: in her, the shallop turned over
and the men aboard climbed upon her
side and soon after were taken off by a
passing pinnace.
Not infrequently the shallop was
decked over, in whole or in part. I n
1670 an agreement was made between
Erasomus J ames, carpenter, of Marblehead, and the owners of a "boat or
shallop" by which he was to rebuild
the same "god sending him life & conuiant weather to worke in." The shallop was to be rebuilt one whole sl:rake
higher than her first build; he was to
put in new planks where needed, to
seal it, make up the rooms and do all
other axe work within board and fit
for sea, excepting anchor sl:ocks, oars,
masl:s, yards, tiller, and chimney.
On April 8, 1675, the Governor and
Council of the Massachusetts Bay
appointed a committee of three men to
appraise two shallops, prizes brought
in by Captain Mosely. The shallop
Edward f3 CJ'homas, its "masts & yards

& a boate," was valued at £40. and

mention is made of sl:anding and running rigging, a mainsail of about ninety
yards, a foresai l of about forty-five
yards, two cables, two anchors, an iron
pot and pot hooks, a compass and a
pump. T he shallop Penobscot, " t hat
Roads went out in," musl: have been a
small vessel and perhaps in poor condition for "The H ull Masl:s & Canoe"
were valued at onlv £6. A mainsail, old
foresail and a b~nnet, are listed.Massachusetts Archives, Vol. 61, leaf 83.
The pinnace was another type of
small vessel in common use in the early
Colonial days, not only for fishing and
coasl:ing, but also for longer voyages to
Bermuda and the Wesl: I ndies. It was
sharp at both ends, commonly had two
masl:s, and was the ancesl:or of the
pinky and Chebacco boat so commonly used by New England fishermen
during the 18th and 19th centuries.
Pinnaces varied in size from a few
tons to vessels similar to the "Dove," a
pinnace of fifty-two tons that arrived
in Bosl:on in 1634 from Maryland . T he
same year "an open pinnace," belonging to Ipswich, was casl: away at the
head of Cape Ann and another "open
pinnace," returning from a voyage to
Connecticut, was wrecked near Plymouth. T his proves that this type of
vessel sometimes was without a deck
or at leasl: half-decked. Pinnaces frequently made the long voyage to London· and sometimes made it more
quickly than ships sailing at the same
time. In 1636, a thirty-ton pinnace
arrived in Boston from London three
weeks before its accompanying ship.
Both experienced very rough weather
during the voyage. The next year "a
small pinnace of thirty tons, which h"ad
been forth eight months, and was
given up for lost," arrived in Boston
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harbor. She had sailed for Bermuda but
storms had driven her down to Hispaniola and not daring to go into any
inhabited place the men had gone
ashore in obscure places and lived on
turtles and hogs. She brought back
tallow, hides, etc. and also an "aligarto," which was given to Governor
Winthrop. I n the summer of 1636,
J ohn Oldham, who came to P lymouth
in 1623, was killed by Indians while on
a trading voyage to Block Island in a
small pinnace which was built of
boards an inch thick and had a "little
room underneath the deck."
The sloop was another rig in common use in the early days and with the
growth of commercial intercourse with
t he West Indies it shared the carrying
trade with numerous ketches and a
sprinkling of brigantines and barques,
which in size were seldom in excess of
fifty tons. The ketches usually were
built with round sterns, the others with
square sterns like the ships of the
period. The sloops were built with a
cabin on deck at the stern suggesting in
appearance the high poop decks to be
seen in shipping of an earlier date and
this resemblance was heightened by the
long bowsprit pitched high in the air.
The single mast of the sloop carried
not only a fore-and-aft mainsail boom,
but one, and sometimes two yards for
topsails. P reserved in the Massachusetts Archives is a register of "ships
and vessels" built in the Province
between the years 1681 and 1714,
totalling 1332 vessels. Of this number
over one hundred were built at Newbury at the mouth of the Merrimac
river. Among these were sixteen ships,
most of them built for London owners,
and a "ship or barque" of fifty tons
burthen. There were six barques, nine
ketches, thirty brigantines, sixty-nine

sloops and the "Snow or Barke Sea
Flower, Boston, Pinke sterned, about
20 Tons, built in 1709."
In 1707, William Clifton, a merchant
of Surinam, infuucted his agent at
Salem, Mass., to have built on his
account, a sloop of forty-five foot keel,
eighteen and a half feet wide and nine
feet deep, to be built Rhode Island
fashion with a round house and to be
named the " J ohanna or Seaflower."
When completed she was to sail for
Surinam with the following cargo:
"Sixteen large horses of 4 or 5 year old
and not aboue it with long Tailes; fifty
thousand red Oake Staues, three thousand foot boards fitt for heading, five &
Twenty barrells with onyons, five &
Twenty pound Shalotes, five thousand
pound Virginia Bright leafe tobacco,
Twelue ferkins of new Butter, Six barrells of beafe, Six Sett of Truss hoops
& 300 T russ hoop nails, one frame of a
boat of 25 foot keel, 10 foot wide &
3½ foot deep, without any planke . ..
You must hyre your men for Surinam
& from thence to Madera or Ireland."
The pink, so named for its sharp
stern, varied in size. In 1691, "the Pink
or Buss, T wo Brothers," with its cargo
of salt, raisins, brimstone, oil and wine,
brought into Boston from Europe, was
seized by the Collector, for violation of
the Acts of Trade, but a sympathetic
jury brought in a verdict of "not
guilty.''
Winthrop records in his 'Journal, the
arrival in Boston, in May, 1633, of a
Dutch pink that had been trading to
the southward. In 1648, a Dutch
"hoy," a sloop-rigged vessel, of about
t hirty tons reached Boston with seven
men in her and a cargo of cordage and
other goods. She made the voyage from
the Isle of Wight in five weeks. J ohn
Hull, the mint-master, owned parts in
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several pinks trading with the West
Indies and Europe and Jonathan
Corwen, the Salem merchant, owned
the pink Jolin and Elizabeth which
made a voyage to Bilboa in 1678
loaded with dried fish for the Roman
Catholic population of that city.
The fishing pink after a time became
known as a "pinky" and one form of
the fishing pinky in common use
along the northern shore of Massachusetts Bay during the seventeenth
century and also well into the next
century was t he "Chebacco boat," so
called because it was first built at Chebacco, now the_town of Essex. Sometimes called "standing-room" boats,
they were from ten to twelve tons burthen, had two masts, but no bowsprit.
They were decked over with the exception of a space in the middle where

1794

were two rooms across the boat nearly
to the sides, for the crew to stand in
while fishing. In rough weather these
rooms were covered with hatches. The
deck had no railing and the stern was
sharp like the bow. The last pinksterned vessel built in Essex was one of
thirty-five tons launched in 1844. :=;
The fishing pinky and the Chebacco
boat doubtless closely resembled the
"two-masted boat," $0 called, of the
first half of the seventeenth century.
Another form of t he two-masted boat
was ketch-rigged and varied in size from
the fishing ketch of small burthen to
sea-going vessels of over one hundred
tons. The principal mast of the ketch
was placed about amidships and the
other, a shorter one, was close to the
stern. In the very early days these
masts carried lateen sails, but in the

eighteenth century the larger mast had
the yards and sails of t he foremast of a
ship and the smaller was rigged like the
mizzenmast of a bark of the present
time. Much of the eighteenth century
trade with the West Indies was carried
on in vessels of this type. The ketch is
said to have sailed very fast before the
wind. This rig disappeared from New
England waters not long after the year
r8oo. Elias Basket D erby, the Salem
merchant, owned the ketch John in
r799.
English vessels of the earliest times
carried lateen sails, a rig that still persists about the Mediterranean. As the
centuries passed the larger vessels retained the lateen sail only on t he mizzenmast:. When William Burgis made
his superb drawing of the shipping in
1301,<l:on harbor, which was engraved in
172.5, he pictured fourteen ships a ll of
which are shown with a lateen sail on
the mizzen. None of the sloops or
schooners in the picture, of which there
are many, carry the lateen yard. The
mainsail is suspended by a gaff and
fastened at the bottom to a boom. A
century before, however, it is supposed
tha~ many of the smaller vessels in
New England waters were lateen rigged. The long lateen yard was cumbersome and not easily worked in the
small craft and after a time the progress of improvement evolved the foreand-aft sail fastened to a boom. I t
undoubtedly was first used on the
sloop. Its application to a two-masted
rig was first made at Gloucester, Massachusetts, by Capt. Andrew Robinson,
about the year 1713.
A circumstantial account of the
building of the first schooner appears
in t he diary of Cotton Tufts, M.D.,
of Weymouth, who visited Gloucester,
September 8, 1790 and wrote as follows:

''l was informed (and commited the
same to writing) that the kind of vessels called schooners derived their
name from this circumstance; viz.,
Mr. Andrew Robinson of that place,
having constructed a vessel which he
masted and rigged as schooners are
at this day, on her going off the stocks
and passing into the water, a by1,<l:ander cried out, 'Oh, how she scoonst'
R obinson instantly replied, ',1 scooner
let her be!' From which time, vessels
thus masl:ed and rigged have gone by
the name of 'schooners'; before which,
vessels of this description were not
known in Europe or America. This
account was confirmed to me by a
great number of persons in Gloucester.''
The new rig soon came into favor
and ten years later was well known
up and down t he Atlantic coast and
even in European ports. The earliest
me ntion of the schooner that we have
been able to find in the Boston Newsl etter is in the February4/ 11, 1717 issue
where it is stated that the schooner ,1nn
was outward bound for South Carolina. Usually the rig is not mentioned
in t he concise marine news of t hat
time and doubtless other vessels so
rigged may have entered and cleared
without leaving a t race in the local
news-sheet. Moreover, little attention
was then paid to the coasting trade in
the marine news and there probably
the new rig made its firsl: appearance.
In the J uly 8/ 15, r7r7 issue of the
News-Letter, among the "entry-inwards" items, is the "Scooner D olphin,
Bartholomew Putnam, master, from
Barbadoes."
The earliest pictorial representation
of the schooner is found in the William
Price View of Boston, engr aved in r725,
where two schooners are shown at
anchor in the harbor.
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The bilander was a· type of twomasted sailing vessel that was not uncommon in New England waters during the first half of the eighteenth
century. I t was a kind of hoy and really
was the forerunner of the brig. The
long mainsail yard on the mainmast of
the bilander hung fore and aft and was
inclined at an angle of about forty-five
degrees. The foremost lower corner of
this mainsail, called the "tack," was
secured to a ring-bolt in the deck about
the middle of the vessel and the aftermost of the sail, called the "sheet,"
was fastened to the taffrail. This gave
much the effecl: of the la teen sail on the
mizzenmasl: of the full-rigged shi p of
that period.
Much confusion exisl:s concerning
the various rigs of vessels. Mosl: persons at all familiar with the sea readily
recognize the ship, the bark or barque,
and t he schooner, but the older rigs,
the ketch, the snow, the topsail
schooner and the three forms of the
brig, are little known.
" The brig is a two-masl:ed vessel
entirely or partly square rigged. There
are t hree kinds of brigs; the full-rigged
brig, the brigantine and the hermaphrodite brig which is sometimes called
the schooner-brig. All are square rigged on the foremasl:, the firsl: masl:. The
mainmasl:, the second mast, is different
in each of the three classes and it is on
the mainmasl: that the distincl:ive
points of difference are found.
"On the full-rigged brig both mases
are made in three spars and both
mases are square rigged. On the mainmast there is a standing gaff to which
is rigged a small fore-and-aft sai I. In
other respecl:s both masts are alike.
"On the hermaphrodite brig, or halfbrig, the mainmast is made in two
spars and carries no yards; but it has a

fore-and -aft, or hoist and lower, mainsail and a gaff-topsail. The mainmast
is made and rigged like the mainmast
of the ordinary two-masted schooner;
thus the hermaphrodite brig may be
said to be half brig and half schooner
and in some parts it is called a brigschooner.
"On the brigantine, the mainmast
(second mast) is also made in two spars
and has a fore-and-aft, or hoise and
lower mainsail and is like the mainmast of t he hermaphrodite brig; but
the brigantine does not carry a gafftopsail. In place of the gaff-topsail
there are two and often three yards
aloft on the mainmast over the large
fore-and-aft mainsail. On these yards
are carried a square main-topsail and,
in the case of three main yards a maintop-gall an tsail. There is generally no
sail carried on the lower, or main yard .
These are small, light yards and are
rigged and handled like the yards on
the foremast. The brigantine might
thus be considered as a compromise
between the full-rigged brig and the
hermaphrodite brig, and at a distance
it very much resembles a full-rigged
brig. The small main yards, or jack
yards, as t he yards carried on the
brigantine's mainmast are often called,
are in reality of but little use and are
of more or less trouble and in many
cases t hey have been taken off and a
gaff topsail rigged in t heir place
In such instances, of course, the
brigantine becomes a hermaphrodite
brig.
" The full-rigged brig and brigantine
are entirely obsolete rigs and probably
none of either class has been built in
this country within the pasl: sixty or
seventy years. T he hermaphrodite
brig is also fast becoming obsolet e and
even as late as 1916, but four brigs of
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this class are found in the American
regiscer.
" The topsail schooner is a twomasced vessel having both mases made
in two spars. The mainmasc has a foreand-aft mainsail and gaff-topsail the
same as the ordinary two-masced
schooner. The lower foremasc is made
a little shorter than the corresponding
spar of the mainmasc and the topmasc
a little longer. The foresail is a foreand-aft sail, and has no gaff-topsail;
but aloft, over the foresail, there are
two and sometimes three yards on
which are carried a square fore-topsail
and a fore-top-gallant sail. There is
usually no sail carried on the lower or
fore yard. The foremasc and the sails
carried on it are exactly like the mainmasc of a brigantine."*
The br ig was a favorite rig in New
E ngland for deep-sea vessels during
the eighteenth century and well into
the next. She was more easily handled
t han the ship and less coscly to fit.
T his rig was sometimes used on vessels
of less than twenty-five tons and after
t he R evolution on vessels of considerable tonnage. The brig Sally Brown of
426 tons, was built at Newburyport as
late as 1865.
T he snow was a form of brig-rigged
vessel that was in frequent use before
the nineteenth century. I t differed
from the brig in that the try-sail was
carried by a small masc set jusc abaft
of the mainmasc, its foot fixed in a
block of wood or seep and its head
attached to the after part of the maintop.
T he rig of t he ship is well-known to
all interesced in the sea and every
detail is shown in the accompanying
illuscrations. The clipper-ship un•"The Marine Room of the Peabody Museum of
Salem," Salem, l !r-11,

doubtedly was a development of the
type of vessel built about t he Chesapeake B ay not long after the year 1800,
that was usually schooner-rigged and
carried much canvas. The "Baltimore
clippers," as they came to be known,
were built with sharp ends, t he bow
cutting through the waves inscead of
bluntly striking them . T he slender
Stern, with its deep under-cutting, was
a modification of earlier lines t hat
facilitated the passage of the hull
through the water. I t slid cleanly
through the dead-water behind the
vessel with a minimum of resiscance.
The hull of the clipper-ship was also
lengthened to an unheard of extent in
propor tion to its width. The Flying
Cloud, built at E ase Bosl:on, in 1851 by
Donald McKay measured 229 feet in
length on the deck and only forty feet
and eight inches in breadth. It is small
wonder that on her firsc voyage she
logged 1256 miles in four consecutive
days and made one day's run of 374
miles. The word clipper, as applied to a
fasl: vessel, is supposed to have originated in the Pennsylvania-German word
Klepper, meaning a fasc horse.
T he clipper-ship rapidly came into
prominence with the great demand for
speedy transportation incidental upon
the California gold discovery. T his
type of vessel was also largely employed in the China tea trade, for unlike wine, which is improved by the
long sea voyage, tea quickly loses its
delicate flavor and quality when kept
in the ship's hold .
T he yacht is of Dutch origin, the
"word in t he seventeenth century
signifying a transport for royalty or
some individual of discinguished rank."
At that time it was usually r igged with
two mases, but with no headsails. The
Stern was high and decorated with
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much carving and gilt. \\"hen Charles
TI was resl:ored to the throne in 1660
he came over from H olland in a Dutch
yacht and the type of vessel soon became popular in England. R oyal
ya.:hts were commonly rigged as
ketches. In 1769, when Falconer published his Marine Dictionary, he noted
that "private pleasure-vessels, when
sufficiently large for a sea-voyage, are
also termed yachts."
The sloop Jefferson, built in Salem
in 1801 for George Crowninshield, is
often referred to as the firsl: pleasure
yacht in America. She was thirty-five
feet long, of twenty-two tons burden,
and at one time was rigged as a
schooner. Cleopatra's Barge launched
in 1816 and built for the same owner
was the firsl: American yacht of note
and the firsl: to cross the Atlantic. It
appears, however, that Sir William
Pepperrell, Bart., of Kittery, Maine,
died possessed of a pleasure yacht, the
"Molly Yatch, being a fine schooner
almosl: new, burthen about 100 tons,"

DRAFT OF THE LINES OF THE HULL

or

which was advertised to be sold in t he
December 3, 1759 issue of the Boston
Gazette. The R oyal Governors of the
Province of New York also were using
a yacht before 1750 whenever business
required a journey up the Hudson
river and there are- several references
to yachts owned by Col. Lewis Monis
and others in New York from 1717 to
1746. Nathaniel H awthorne while
visiting Thomaston, Maine, in 1837,
commented on the condition of the
esl:ate formerly owned by General
Knox and wrote in his Note Book :"On the banks of the river, where he
in tended to have one wharf for his own
Weft India vessels and yacht, there are
two wharves with scores and a limekiln." Hawthorne sl:ates that this was
forty years before,- in 1797.

EDITORIAL NOTE:- T his valuable and interesting
account of early sailing vessels in New England has
been abstracted from a profusely illustrated volume
on the subject to be published shortly by the Marine
Research Soriety of Salem, Massachusells-"The Sailing Ships of New England," by J ohn Robinson and
George Francis Dow, large 8vo.. 436 pages, 320 illustrations, full blue buckram binding. $7.50 postpaid.

THE "SPARR.OW-HAWK/' A ONE-MASTED VESSEL,

FORTY FEET LONG, WRECKED ON CAPE COO IN

16'26.

THE KF,EL AND RIBS OF

Tl;IIS V ESSEL ARE PRESERVED BY THE PILGRIM SOCIETY, Pl,YMOUTH, MASS.
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R ANCES Deering \iV entworth
was the daughter of Samuel
Wentworth, a prominent Boston
merchant who was also one of the wardens of King's Chapel. She was born
September 30, 1745, and "became one of
the most beautiful women in America."
The accompanying portrait by Copley,
painted when she was only nineteen
years of age, is a splendid example of
his art and pictures the grace and
beau ty that New England knew at
that time. When only sixteen she married T heodore Atkinson, J r., the Secretary of the P rovince, who died in 1769
of consumption. Ten days after the
funeral she married her cousin John
Wentworth, the last royal governor of
New Hampshi re, who long had been
an admirer. I n the next issue of the
Boston News-Letter, appeared the following announcement :
T his morning His Excellency John Wentworth, Esq. our worthy and beloved Governor, was married by Rev. Mr. Brown, to
Mrs Atkinson, Relict of Hon. Theodore
Atkinson, jun. Esq. deceased, a Lady
adorned with every Accomplishment requisite to make the Marriage State agreeable.
Long! may this amiable and illustrious
Couple live happily (Blessings to each
other and all around them) in this World,
and may they be the Crown of each other's
Joy in the next, when the great Governor
of all Worlds shall make up his Jewells.
The Day is spending in innocent Mirththe Colours of the Shipping in the Harbour
are displayed- all the Bells are ringingthe Cannon roaring,-in a word Joy sits
smiling in every Countenance on this happy
Occasion. H appy, thrice happy the Ruler!

thus riveted in the Hearts and Affections of
his people.
At the time of her second marriage
Mrs. Atkinson was childless and for a
number of years after the Governor
was without an heir. But in January,
1775, the booming of guns down the
harbor announced to all Portsmouth
that the Governor's lady had given
birth to a son, who was christened
Charles-Mary, at the request of his
god-parents, Lord and Lady Rockingham. Charles-Mary went to England
wit h his mother when he was a year
old and after having been educated at
Oxford, served the Government both
at London and at Nova Scotia and
d ied unmarried in 1844.
Soon a fter the birth ofCharles-Mary,
his happy grandmother wrote to her
sister in Boston announcing the event
in the following letter:
PORTSMOUTH, February 2, 1775.
My dear Sister,-! have the pleasure to
receive your favour of the roth December.
. . . Mrs Wentworth is safe in bed with a
fine hearty boy, with another blessing
added, in being able to nurse him herself. I
need not attempt to tel1 you the pleasure
this child has brought with it to all its connections. The Governor's happiness seems
to be complete; and had a young Prince
been born, there could not have been more
rejoicing. T he ships fired their guns. All the
gentlemen of the town and from the King's
ships came, the next day, to pay their compliments. The ladies followed and, for one
week, there were cake and caudle wine, etc.
passing. I forgot to mention that this
young gentleman made his appearance on
the 20th J anuary, and this house has been
65
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full ever since. Adieu, my dear sister, and
be assured you have not a more affectionate one than
EuzABETH \ \IENTWORTH .

To Jvlrs. Nathaniel Ray Thomas, Boston.

When the British occupation of
Boston gave promise of becoming a
failure Governor Wentworth sent his
lady and their infant son to England
where they were received into the
family of Lord and Lady Rockingham
and all possible was done for their
comfort. In 1778, the Governor reached
London where he lived until 1783
when he sailed for Nova Scotia as
Surveyor General of the King's vVoods
for all North America. In 1792 he
became Lieutenant-Governor of Tova
Scotia, the technical Governor being
stationed at Quebec, and until 1810
Lady Wentworth spent most of the
time with him at Halifax which then
was a place of refuge for thousands of
forlorn Loyalists and the comforts of
life to many were very limited. In
1791, Lady Wentworth sailed for England to visit her son but returned to
Halifax the next year after her husband was appointed Lieutenant-Governor of Nova Scotia. "After 1792,"
writes Mr. Mayo, the biographer of
J ohn Wentworth, "the Governor and
Mrs. Wentworth were, of course, the
recognized king and queen in the local
court, and they played their parts well.
Their dinners and other entertainments exhausted the adjectives and
superlatives of the Halifax newspaper.
In a single year more than twenty-five
hundred people dined at Government
House." An account of a ball and supper given by the Governor and his
Lady to the ladies and gentlemen of the
town is preserved in Murdock's History of Nova Scotia and little suggests

the hardships existing about Halifax
but a few years before.

The company being assembled in the
levee room at eight oclock, the band, which
was very numerous and excellent, played
" God save the King" three times over,
after which the country dances commenced,
two sets dancing at the same time. The
whole house was open- every room illuminated and elegantly decorated. There was a
room set apart for cotillions, above stairs,
for those who chose to dance them, and a
ba:1d provided on purpose for it. During
the dancing there were refreshments of ice,
orgeat, capillaire, and a variety of other
things. At twelve the supper room was
opened, and too much cannot be said of the
splendour and magnificence of it; the ladies
sat down at table, and the gentlemen
waited l1pon them. Among other ornaments, which were altogether superb, were
exact representations of Messrs. Hartshorne and Tremaine's new flour-mill, and
of the windmill on the Common. The model
of the new lighthouse at Shelbourne was
incomparable, and the tracl: of the new
road from Pictou was delineated in the
most ingenious and surprising manner, as
was the representation of our fisheries,
that great source of the wealth of this
country. To all these inimitable ornaments
corresponding mottoes were attached, so
that not only taste and elegance were conspicuous, but encouragement and genius
were displayed. The viands and wines were
delectable, and mirth, grace, and good
humour seemed to have j oined hands to
celebrate some glorious festival; but this
was only for the friends of the Governor
and Mrs. Wentworth. When the ladies left
the supper-room the gentlemen sat down
at table, when the Governor gave several
loyal toasts, with three times three, and an
applicable tune was played after each
bumper, which had an admirable effect. At
two o'clock the dancing recommenced, and
at four the company retired. That ease,
elegance, and superiority of manners,
which must ever gain Mrs. Wentworth the
admiration of the whole community, and

JLahp mlenttuortb, ~ ife of '19obernor 3Jobn ~enttuortb
that hospitality, perfect good breeding, and
infinite liberality which so distinguish the
character and conduct of our beloved and
adored Governor, never shone with more
lustre than on this occasion, when every
care of his and Mrs. Wentworth's mind
seemed to be to give one universal satisfaction. Everything tended to promote one
sympathizing joy, and never was there a
night passed with more perfecl: harmony
and luxurious festivity.

In 1795 the Governor was created a
Baronet. Three years later L ady
Wentworth was again in London and
in J uly she was presented at Court and
so pleased Queen Charlotte that she
was appointed a Lady-in-Waiting with
a salary of £500 and permission to live
abroad. "Probably few incidents in his
life gave John Wentworth deeper joy
than this honor which royalty paid to
his lady, for as Frances Wentworth,
Mrs. Atkinson, or Lady Wentworth
she was in his eyes ever incomparable."
In 1810 she returned to England for
the last time, spending the last three
years of her life in or near London.
She died February 14, 1813, at Sunning
Hill, a watering-place not far from
Windsor.
Copley 's beautiful por trait of Lady
Wentworth was painted in 1765, when
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Lady Wentworth, then Mrs. Atkinson,
was nineteen years old. She is dressed
in a gown of silvery gray finished at
the neck with lace, and with lace
ruffles in the sleeves. A light brown
gauze sash, threaded with gold, crosses
the bodice diagonally, and fastened
from her shoulders is a deep blue cloak
falling in folds behind. A string of
pearls, held together with a bow of
white ribbon, is around her throat,
and pearls are also worn in her dark
hair. Both hands rest upon a table
before which she is seated, and in one
of them she holds a chain to which a
flying squirrel is attached-a favorite
motive with Copley. Lady Wentworth's figure is relieved against a curtain of rich dark red, revealing at the
right a column and a glimpse beyond
of blue sky and white clouds. The
portrait is said to be an excellent likeness. After many vicissitudes it passed
into the hands of J ames Lenox of New
York City and was bequeathed by him
to the Lenox L ibrary now merged into
the New York Public L ibrary where it
now hangs. The canvas measures
about four feet high and three feet
four inches wide. It has been somewhat
restored.
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THE MEETING HousE IN THE FIRST HuNDRED YEARS

By REV. CHARLES A. PLACE
Minister of the First Church, Lancaster, Massachusetts

O\\'EVER we may classify for
the sake of description, there
are but two disl:inct types of
the ew England meeting house- the
pitch roof and the hip roof. The hip
roof followed immediately the pitch
roof and in part was contemporaneous
with it; but whichever the type, the
earliesl: houses, of necessity, were crude
and small, soon enlarged or replaced by
those of greater dimensions. The pitch
roof, after giving way in most seventeenth century communities to the hip
roof, came back generally after r700,
developed ornamentation within, threw
out a porch over one or more doors, and
at the lase set a tower with belfry and
sometimes with spire in the place of
one of the end porches. This lasl: form
was not unlike the church plan, except
that the floor plan was unchanged,
with pulpit placed as at the beginning
opposite the main entrance across the
width of the building, i.e. on the short
axis. The main door was invariably on
the side, for the so-called square meeting house, with few exceptions, had
one dimension longer than the other.
What di1.'1:inguishes the meeting
house from the church sl:ructure, essentially, is the floor plan with the
pulpit and main door on their respective sides, sometimes connected by an
aisle but not always. This main side
entrance is not confined to Puritan
New England, but is found in the
English, Dutch and Swedish churches,
and in the Quaker and Mennonite

meeting houses from Albany to Williamsburg, Va. There are a number of
Du tch examples when the pulpit was
opposite the side entrance, and likewise notable examples in the Bruton
Parish Church, Va. ( 17 r 5), the Scotch
Presbyterian Church, Freehold, . J.
(1731), and in the Welsh Episcopal
Church of St. David at Radnor, P a.
(1715).
The English McSparran church,
built early in the eighteenth century in
the Narragansett country and now in
the village of Wickford, R. I., had no
chancel but a pulpit on the side opposite a main side door and was in all
essentials a meeting house with a pitch
roof.
The Puritan meeting house was a
house for worship and a place for public meeting, in opposition to the church
idea a:nd plan, and the t erm persisl:s
even today in many localities in New
England where people speak of "going
to meeting" and of "the meeting
house," even when the sl:ructure is in
spirit and in plan a church. The
church floor plan invariably places the
chancel and pulpit at the end of the
sl:ructure, that is, on the long axis.
This article is concerned mainly
with the primitive meeting houses during approximately a century of the
early settlements. With scant records,
only imagination can give us a mental
picture of the early Structures, oblong
or nearly square, the openings on the
sides or roof fitted with shutters or
69

glass; the lines of roof, or turret, when smoothed on th ree sides and the lower
there was one, we can only approxi- corners to be run with a "bowkell."
mate. All the picl:ures of the first meet- The seats at IS. 8d. were to be of white
ing houses in Boston, the much re- oak, including the posts, rails, and
nowned and often illustrated first benches.
building in Salem, and elsewhere, have
Dedham furnishes the exception of
little foundation other than the imag- dimensions prior to 1650, where the
ination. Up to 1650, dimensions are development of the meeting house
almost unknown; and not till into the offers an interesting study. The first
eighteenth century do we come upon house erecl:ed in 1638 was 36'x2o'x 12 1
firmer ground. The earliest known illus- with a pitch roof framed of oak and
tration of the H ingham meeting house covered with pine. In 1645, this was
was made in the nineteenth century enlarged so as to leave the pulpit on
and then not of the 1681 strucl:ure but the west side flanked by two windows
of the building as changed in 1755.
and opposite the main east door. In
Many of the very first meeting 1651, a frame was ordered set up on the
houses were doubtless tern porary, nor th side for a bell ; in 1652, an east
make-shiftshucl:ures. The first meeting gallery was voted and in r657 it was
house in New England, that at D or- lathed upon the studs and "daubed and
chester (1631), and a few others are whited over." Up to this time, theresaid to have been built of logs, but there fore, we must suppose the interior was
is no evidence of the face.
entire] y unfinished.
T hatch was used on the roofs at
T he new meeting house, voted
Boston (1632), at D edham, and as February 3, 1672-3, was set on the old
late as 1652 at Sudbur y. All we know site and had a turret and bell. Though
of the first meeting house at Newtown there is no record of a hip roof or of
is t hat it had a bell which was carried dimensions, t here is none of a tower;
to H artford where the Rev. Thomas consequently we are impelled to beHooker led the people of the first lieve t he house was of t he hip-roof
church.
type, as the word "turret," in other
Gradually the exteriors of t he meet- instances, refers to a cupola in the
ing houses were covered with shingles center of a hip roof.
or clapboards, and the interiors were
T he next house, built in 1761-3, had
daubed with clay or plastered. The a pitch roof and a tower at the north
contracl: for the 1652 Sudbury meet- following the style then beginning to
ing house, 401 x 201 in size, specifies prevail. This house was enlarged by a
eight inch oak sills, the roof to be fourteen foot extension on the east side
covered with thatch; t hat there be with a ten foot porch projecl:ing to the
"sufficient dormants* across the house east on which the old belfry and spire
for galleries," if needed, and the were set, thus constituting the strucstrucl:ure to be inclosed with clap- ture a church, with the pulpit still in
boards. The contracl:or was instrucl:ed the old location at the west, but
"to lyne the inside with cedar boards," separated now by the long dimension
and the two middle beams were to be where before it had been by the short;
the change being from the short to
*Dormer windows, sometimes called "lucomb
the long axis, from a meeting house to
windows.''
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SHOWING THE SEVERAL CONSTRUCTIONS AND ADDITIONS. THE EXACT
SIZE OF THE

1673 HOUSE IS

NOT KNOWN BUT THE NORTHERLY CORNER

OF THE 1763 HOUSE IS THE SAME AS THE 1673 HOUSE. THE PRESENT
PULPIT APPROXIMATES THE LOCATION OF THE PULPIT IN THE FIRST
HOUSE AND SUCCEEDING STRUCTURES. THE BELFRY AND SPIRE OF THE
1763 HOUSE WERE PLACED ON THE 18'20 PORCH ADDITION,

a church. This interesl:ing hisl:ory and
development, covering a period of
nearly three centuries on the same
location, is approximately illusl:rated
in the accompanying plan.
There is an interesl:ing bit of hisl:ory
connecl:ing the D edham meeting house
of 1673 with the Sudbury house of 1688.
Sudbury voted a new meeting house in
1685 to be set u p by July, 1688, in shape,
dimensions, etc., like D edham, to be
lined inside either with plain boards or
clapboards, and Lieut. Daniel P ond of
Dedham, who had built the Dedham
house, was granted liberty to "leave
the middle alley or shut up seats as

t hey are in the D edham meeting
house." No d imensions are given in
either the D edham or Sudbury
records.
The hip roof, the natural choice
during the seventeenth century, was
not confined to the Puritan meeting
house, but was used on the early
Church of England sl:rucl:ures in New
England, consideration of which will
be given in a later article, and on some
or mosl: of the early Dutch churches in
New York. At Hartford, Conn., the
Hooker congregation quickly replaced
t he firsl: building in 1641 with a hiproof building having a turret in which
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hung the bell brought from Newtown .
Not far away, t he Wethersfield church
built in 1645 a house called square,
to which was added in 1657 a bell.
T here is no record of the roof, but
the 1685 house was fifty feet square
and had dormer windows, from which
we may infer t hat it had a hip roof.
The first meeting house at West Springfield, built in 1702, is called forty-two
feet square with a ninety-two foot
spire, and had diamond-shaped leaded
glass windows. The lines in the old
engraving follow closely those in the
picture of the Salem Village (now
D anvers) meeting house of 1701 .
There is no known record of the

shape of the second house in Boston,
by some t hought to have had a hip
roof; but the hip roof is found at
Cambridge (1650); at Concord (1667),
with turret and " lucomb" windows;
at Dorchester (1677), described later
as like "the .old ship," H ingham; at
I pswich (1653) with a turret and
diamond-paned windows; and in many
other places. The "lucomb" window,
of which there are many records, is
supposed to mean a dormer window.
The ter m is probably a corruption of
''lucarne" as applied in England and
France to projecting floor loops. As
late as 1752 this term is used in the
records of Topsfield, Mass., the war-
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rant for a town m~eting reading "to shin?led, not thatched as the earlier
see if the Town .. . will cut off the house had been, and a bell was to be
lucombs and make the roof four hung in a six foot square turret with
square"; evidence t~at the meeting rails about it. "Wainscott" was specihouse of J 703 was of the hip-roof type. fied for the "pulpit & cover" and also
The con tract for building the firsl: for the deacons' seat, in front of which
meeting house in Malden, dated was to be a table "to fall down for the
November ll, 1658, and contributed Lord's Supper." The seats for the enby Walter Kendall Watkins to Old- tire house were to be "made with good
Time New England, for J uly, 1921, planks, with rayles on the topps,
calls for a hip-roof building thirty- boards at the B acks, and timbers at
three feet square, of sixteen foot sl:ud, the ends"; a description found well
framed of "black oak," finished with illusl:rated in a few old meeting houses
well-dressed clapboards and plasl:ered today, though belonging to a much
on the inside. The roof was to be later period . "The underpinning to be
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of stone or brick and pointed with
lyme on the outside," is another testimony to the advance df the Malden
community.This contracl:, in the sum
of £150, adds much to our knowledge
of seventeenth century meeting houses,
but it specifies a better building than
generally prevailed in New England
till well into the next century.
The hip-roof meeting house of the
First Parish, Hingham, is the oldest
building for public worship in the
United States still standing on the
original site and in continued use. The
frame was raised J uly 26- 28, 1681 and
the house opened for worship J anuary
8th following. The main door was then
at the south with the pulpit opposite
or. the short axis of a 45' x 55' shucl:ure,
with "posts twenty to twenty-one
feet." In 1730, fourteen feet were
added on the north side with location
of pulpit doubtful; but in 1755 another
fourteen feet were added to the south
side and the present pulpit was installed on the then west side, on the
short axis. At this time square pews
were built around the sides, with a pew
for the elders direcl:ly in front of the
pulpit and another for the deacons in
front of the elders, both facing the
congregation. The middle portion of
the house had oak seats and the males
were seated on one side and the
females on the other of the main aisle.
Subsequently a porch was added at
the east end and stairs were built in it
leading to the gallery. In 1869, the
square pews which had by that time
been built throughout the house, were
replaced by the present modern style.
The old stairs which led from the interior to the men's and the women's
galleries also have disappeared. H ence,
the meeting house as seen today, with
changes noted, rep res en ts the 17 55

period, and aside from the interesting
framing in the attic gives but a partial
idea of the 1681 building. P racl:ically
all that remains to the eye of the early
house is the beautiful and well proportioned belfry and spire. The roof lines
today are slightly curved, due to the
fourteen foot additions. What have
been called rafters, ascending in long
curves to the ridgepole, are braces
supporting crossbeams running above
the ceiling. One interesting strucl:ural
feature is the use of curved trusses in
the roof framing. Of the many reasons
for calling the house the "Old Ship"
none is quite satisfying. In the ceiling
of the belfry is a compass, but this and
plain evidence of good workmanship
in the framing is all that might serve
to indicate connecl:ion with the sea.
The braces for the crossbeams mav
have been introduced in 1731 when th~
ceiling was put in. They belong to a.
system of framing found all over New
England and as far south as New J ersey and as late as 1774.
A vote in 1791 nearly led to the
destrucl:ion of the Hingham meeting
house, but fortunately the decision to
destroy and build a new house was
reconsidered and the old house was
saved with extensive alterations made
in 1793. Further consideration of the
pulpit, which unquestionably was modeled after the Cohasset pulpit, will be
given in the next article when the Co-'
hasset meeting house will be illustrated.
The illustration shows it today somewhat restored and with the addition of
the right-hand staircase, but its full
beauty and proportion are obstrucl:ed
still by the platform.
Some day the H ingham parish will
set itself to the interesting task of restoring the old harmony of 1755, a
restoration involving careful study of
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floor plan, pews and the old trim for meeting houses were built after this
doors and windows, and thereby make period.
the building a most unique memorial
Our knowledge of the interior of the
to all that was best of its kind in the New England meeting house, up to
past. The structural interest in the 1750, is very meagre. Gradually more
house is considerable; the general lines comfort was brought about by plasterare good; the belfry is a delight, with ing and better pews, and simple
its simple balustrade and spire; and methods of adornment were introwith the east porch made to harmonize duced. At the opening of the eighteenth
with the original finish and the sug- century pews were superseding benches
gested interior changes-how glorious and the pulpit was being given greater
would be this House of God !
consideration . At the first it is doubtOnly a slight reference can be made ful if there was any pulpit, the earliest
to the third house of the First Church form being a simple affair on a raised
in Boston, "the old Brick," built in platform; but no example has been
17 1 r. We have little information of the found of a pulpit in a New England
building beyond the illustration which meeting house till nearly 1750. The
shows a hip roof and a belfry and spire first meeting house in T opsfield was
suggesting H ingham. Few hip-roof not built until 1663 and it was 1684
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before the town voted to have a pulpit
built.
Probably nowhere in New England,
at the present time, is there a more
primitive structure than the Elder
Ballou meeting house in Cumberland,
near Woonsocket, R. I., built, it has
been said, about 1740 but certainly
before 1749. The house today has
shingled sides, narrow two-sash windows with openings 21½"x44", and a
door at the south and the east. Approximately 251 x30', the building has
two oak crossbeams from north to
south, one at each end, and another at
the south running lengthwise, carrying
galleries. The pulpit on the north side,
lighted by one window located higher
on the wall than the others, is ext remely simple and plain. It consists
of a platform, reached by a few steps,
extending between the middle posts
which carry the galleries, on which is a
simple bench. The front is constructed
of boards fastened to uprights with a
four-inch board laid flat on the top
and moulded. In front of the pulpit is
the deacons' or elders' bench, to the
front of which is hinged a round cornered board for the communion.
There are two side aisles with six
long benches in the middle of the house
divided by a rail separating the men
from the women; but though these
have board backs, the top rail projects,
thus making the sitter as physicalIy
uncomfortable in that respect as possi hie. The ends of these benches made
of plank are curved from the top rail
to the seats and then run straight to
the 4"x5 11 sticks fastened to the floor
into which the ends of the benches are
pinned. The gallery benches are even
cruder, with only a top rail which· is
twenty-five inches from the seat. The
galleries, projecl:ing approximately ten
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feet, reached by two staircases, one in
each corner on the south, are inclosed with a bqard breast moulded
at the top and beaded at the bottom
while the inner edge of the beam is
chamfered.
There is Ji ttle architectural but considerable strucl:ural interest in this
building, that most noteworthy being
the oak framing, the treatment of the
benches and 'the bracket-like ornamentation on the middle posts where
the crossbeams are mortised, repeated
on the same posts above the braces in
the galleries. There is no record of the
plastering on the interior walls, though
not unlikely of later date than the
erection of the building.
Cumberland was a wilderness in
1713 when the Ballou family with
others began to make a settlement.
J ames Ballou was an ancestor of
James A. Garfield and of Rev. Adin
Ballou, who, at the age of eighteen,
preached his first sermon in t his old
meeting house of his fathers. The "Six
Principle" Baptists, organized in
Rhode Island about 1732, denied
Calvinism, holding to free will and
universal salvation. The first Elder of
this Cumberland Society was J oseph
Cook. Elder Abner Ballou served the
Society from 177 5 to his death in r 806,
hence the name Elder Ballou meeting
house and soon after the Society declined. The sturdy little meeting house,
standing today on a by-road, witnesses
still to integrity in principle and con:,<"l:ruction, even if crudely wrought. I t is
probably our only example of the meeting house of the primitive kind built
for a century or more by the first settlers, and therefore is unique in interest and value. Not till well toward
t he middle of the eighteenth century
do we find illustrations of finer design.

.fflanufactureii in ~etu <fnglanb
1704- 1750
NEWS ITEMS ABSTRACTED FROM BOSTON NEWSPAPERS
ANVILS. Samuel Bissel, anvil smith,
lately come from England, living at
New-Port on R hode Island, makes
all sorts of Black-smiths and Goldsmiths' anvils, Brick-irons and stakes
and new Faces old ones, at reasonable Rates, and may be spoke with
or,.wrote to, at his House or Shop
near the T opsaile Street in said
Town. - Boston News-Letter, Mar.
4/ II, 1716-17.
AQU)E0UCTS. For the Publick Good,
aqureducl:s made & sold by Rowland
Houghton which I nstrument being
properly applyed to the outside of a
Pump Tree, prevents said Pump
from freezing tho' scituate in the
mos!: bleak Place & sharpest: Season.
Said Houghton has lately improv'd on his New Theodolate, by
which the Art of Surveying is rendered more plain & easy than heretofore.-Boston Gazette, J an . 17/24,
1737·
BELLOWS MAKER. J oseph Clough near
the Charlestown Ferry in Boston,
makes and mends all sorts of Bellows
for Furnaces, Refiners, Blacksmiths,
Braziers and Goldsmit hs; and also
Makes and Mends all sorts of House
Bellows after t he best Manner;
where all Gentlemen, and others, in
Town and Country may be served
at very reasonable R ates. -Boston
Gazette, D ec. l 5, 1741.
BELLS. T his is to give notice to all Persons that have occasion for a Bell or
Bells in Churches or Meeting-houses,
that in New York they may be sup78

plyed with New Bells, or if they
have any old Bell broke they may
have it new cast at a reasonable
P rice, and warranted good for
Twelve Months, that if it Crack or
Break it shall be new Cast for
nothing: And all New Bells shall be
made of better mettal than anv
other that comes out of Europe
Churches or Meeting-houses. All
Persons that have Occasion may
apply themselves to Joseph Phillips
who is now building a Furnace for
that purpose, and hath already
agreed with some P ersons, and is
ready to do the same with any that
are disposed.-Boston News-Letter,
J une 10/17, 1717.
BELL FouNOER. J ohn Whitear, of
Fairfield [Conn.], Bell-Founder,
makes and sells all sorts of Bells from
the lowest size to Two Thousand
Weight .-Boston Gazette, May 29J une 5, 1738 .
BLACKSMITH'S WORK. This is to give
Notice, that t here is one William
Bryant, Blacksmith, that now keeps
a shop adjoining to the Presbyterian
Meeting H ouse in Long Lane, Boston, who makes and mends Glaziers'
Vises, Cloathers' Screws, and worsted Combs, and makes, grinds and
setts Cloathers' Shears ; he also
makes and mends Smiths' Vises,Ship
Carpenters', Blockmakers', T anners',
Glovers' and Coopers' T ools, Braziers' and Tinsmens' Shears, and
makes H ouse work, with many other
t hings too tedious to mention here.

,fflanufacturcs in J}cw Ql:nglanb
He will make and engage his work to
any of his Employers according to
the value of them.- Boston NewsLetter, J uly 6/13, 1732.
BucKRAM. Any Person that has occasion to have any Linnen Cloth made
into Buckram, or to buy Buckram
ready made, or Callendring any Silk,
Watering, Dying or Scouring: they
may apply themselves to Samuel
Hall, lately from London, and
Thomas Webber near the New
North Brick Meeting H ouse, or at
their Work-house near the BowlingGreen, Boston .-Boston News-L etter, J une 25-July 2, 1722.
CABINET MAKER. Mr. J ohn Davis,
Cabinet-Maker in Summer-Street,
has for sale extraordinary good
English Glew, by Wholesale or Retail, at the cheapest Rate, for ready
Cash.- Boston News-Letter, Apr. 8/
15, 1736.
CALICO PRINTER. Francis Gray, Callicoe Printer, from Holland; Prints all
sorts of Callicoes of several Colours
to hold vYashing, at his House in
Roxbury near t he Meeting-House. Boston. Gazette, J une 16;23, 1735.
CARD M AKER. Imported in the ff/ilmington, and to be sold in School
street, by Joseph Palmer, cardmaker from London, at his H ouse
next above the French Meeting
House viz. Broad cloths, the best
steel Wire, Exeter Fish Hooks,
Buckles, Metta! & H orse H air Buttons, T inplate Vvare of several sorts,
and other Goods; also the best Wool
and Cotton Cards are there made (as
good as any brought from England)
by the said P almer, and sold by
Wholesale or Retail. N. S. The said
P almer wants a servant Maid, and a
Negro Boy.- Boston Gazette, Nov.
25, 1746.
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CHOCOLATE Miu. Salem, Sept. 3. By
a Gentleman of this T own is this
Day bro't to perfecl:ion, an Engine
to Grind Cocoa; it is a Contrivance
that cost much less than any commonly used; and will effecl: all that
which the Chocolate Grinders do
with their Mills and Stones without
any or with very Inconsiderable
Labour; and it may be depended on
for Truth, that it will in less than six
H ours bring one Hundred weight of
Nuts to a consisl:ance fit for the
Mold. And the Chocolate made by
it, is finer and better, the Oyly
Spirit of the Nut being almost altogether preserved, and there is
little or no need of Fire in t he making.-Boston Gazette, Sept. 5/ 12,
1 737·
F1RE ENGINE. To be sold, a Large and
extraordinary good Copper FireEngine, newly fixed, that works
well, and will be of excellent Use in
Time of Fire, in any populous P lace.
Enquire of Mr. James Read, Blockmaker, near Oliver's Bridge in
Boston.-Boston News-Letter, Feb.
19/26, 1735- 6.
HAND ENGINES. Hand Engines made
after the best manner, fitted with
Brass Clappers, very useful in all
Families, convenient for extinguishing Fire in Chimneys, or in any
Room in a House; Also very proper
for Coasters to carry to sea to wet
the Sails in small Winds to preserve
them from Mildews; said Engine
throws Water with ease 40 Feet
perpendicular. Sold by R owland
H oughton, on the North side of the
Town H ouse at 25s. each.-Boston
Gazette, J une 10/17, 1734.
WATER ENGINE. There is newly erecl:ed
in t he Town of Boston, by Messieurs
J ohn and Thomas H ill, a Water-
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Engine at their Still-house, by the
Advice and Direcl:ion of Mr. R owland H oughton, drawn by a H orse,
which delivers a large quantity of
Water twelve F eet above the
Ground. This being the first of the
kind in these P arts, we thought
taking Notice of it might be of Publick Service, inasmuch as a great
deal of Labour is saved thereby.Boston Gazette, J an. I 5/22, 1733.
H ouR GLASSES . All sorts of H ourGlasses to be made or mended on
Reasonable terms, by 'James Maxwell, at his House in Water Street,
near t he Town House in Boston. BostonNews-Letter,Sept. 17/24, 1716.
lRoN F OUNDRY. Any Person that has
occasion for Forge H ammers, anvils,
or Plates, Smiths' Anvils, Clothiers'
Plates, Chimney Backs, P otts, Kettles, Skillets, Cart Boxes, Chaise
Boxes, Dog-Irons, or any other Cast
Iron Ware, may be provided with
them by Richard Clarke, at his
Furnace in the Gore, giving speedy
Notice (of the Sizes and Quantity
they want) to him t here, or to Oliver,
Clarke, and Lee, at their Warehouse
in King Street, Boston; where they
may be supplied with Swivel Guns.
- Boston Gazette, J uly 13/20, 1741.
L IME KILN. T o be Sold a good P ennyworth; A good Lime-Kiln, a LimeHouse, a_good Well, a Wharf, and a
piece of Ground, being near the
Bowling-green, Boston ; Inquire of
M r. Walter Browne at the Sign of
the Blue Anchor in King-Street,
Boston, and know further.
N .B. There is very good Limejuice to be sold by the aforesaid
Browne at his H ouse.- Boston
News-Letter, M ar. 28 - Apr. 4, 1723.
STONE LIME. T o be sold by the Hogshead or Bushel, the best eastward

Stone Lime, by J ohn Blowers of
Boston, Mason, in School Street. Boston Gazette, Mar. 31, 1747.
LINEN MANUFACTURE. Publick Notice
is hereby given, T hat sundry Looms
for Weaving of Linnen, of all Sorts,
are set up at the Linnen-Manufacture
H ouse in the Common below Thomas
H ancocks' Esq ; where all Persons
may have their Yarn wove in the
best and Cheapest Manner, and
with the utmost Dispatch. At the
same Place, money will be given for
all Sorts of Linnen Y arn.
A11d whereas t he setting up and
establishing the Linnen Manufacl:ure
is undoubtedly-of the utmost Importance to this P rovince: It is
propos'd by a Number of Gentlemen, very soon to open several
Spinning-Schools in this T own, where
children may be taught Gratis. And
it is to be hop'd, t hat all Wellwishers to their Country will send
their children, that are ;uitable for
such Schools, to learn the useful and
necessary Art of Spinning; and that
t hey will give all other proper Countenance and E ncouragement to this
Undertaking.- Boston News-letter,
Dec. 13, 1750.
MAHOGANY AND OrnER , ,·ooos. T o be
Sold behind Numb. 4, on the Long
Wharffe, Ligmimvitee, Box wood,
Ebony, Mohogany P lank, Sweet
Wood Bark, and wild Cinnamon Bark.
- Boston Gazette, Aug. 1.2/ 29, 1737.
MAHOGANY. T o be sold at publick
Vendue at the Exchange Tavern,
on Thursday, the firsl: of December
next, at three o'clock Afternoon; 50
Pieces of fine Mahogany in 10 Lots,
No. I to 10, being 5 Pieces in a Lot,
to be seen at t he Long \\'harffe
before the Sale begins.-Boston Gazette, Nov. 2 r /28, 1737.
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MATHEMATICAL BALANCEMAKER. J onround and square.-Boston Newsathan Dakin, Mathematical BalLetter, Apr. I 5/22, 1742.
ance maker, at the Sign of the H and PAPER MILL. Whereas some Gentle& Beam, opposite to Dr. Colman's
men design to set up a P aper-Mill
Meeting House, makes all sorts of
in New England, if a supply can be
scale Beams, and likewise mends all
had to carry on that Business: These
that can be mended; where all Genare therefore to give Notice, that
tlemen may be supplied with Beams
J ames Franklin, P rinter in Queen
ready adjusted and scaled, as the
Street, Boston, buys Linen R ags,
Law direcl:s. -Boston Gazette, Nov.
either coarse or fine, at a Peny a
12, 1745.
P ound. -New England Courant,
MATHEMATICAL I NSTRUMENTS. SteJ une 1/ 8, 1724.
phen Greenleaf, Mathematical In- STATIONER AND P APER MAKER. This is
strument-Maker, in f!l..ueen Street,
to give Notice, That R ichard Fry,
Boston, opposite to the Prison,
Stationer, Bookseller, P aper-maker,
Makes and Mends all Sorts of Matheand Rag Merchant, from the City of
matical Instruments, as TheodoLondon, keeps at Mr. Thomas
lites, Spirit Levels, Semi circles,
Fleet's Printer at the Heart and
Circumferences, and Protracl:ors,
Crown in Cornhill, Bosl:on; where
Horizontal and Equinoctial Sun
the said Fry is ready to accommoDials, Azimuth and Amplitude Comdate all Gentlemen, Merchants, and
passes, Eliptical and Triangular
Tradesmen, with sets of AccomptCompasses, and all sorts of common
Books, after the neatest manner;
Compasses, drawing Pens and Portand whereas, it has been the comagraions, Pensil Cases, and parallel
mon Method of the most curious
Rulers, Squares and Bevils, Free
merchants in Boston, to Procure
Masons J ewels, with sundry other
their Books from London, this is to
articles too tedious to mention.
acquaint those Gentlemen, that I
N.B. H e sets Load Stones on Silthe said Fry, will sell all sorts of
ver or Brass, after the best manner.
Accompt-Books, done after the most
-Boston Gazette, J une 18, 1745.
accurate manner, for 20 per cent.
NAILMAKING. Any Gentleman that
cheaper than they can have them
hath a mind to set up the nailing
from London.
Business, which may be done to very
I return the P ublick T hanks for
great Advantage in this Country,
following the Direcl:ions of my formay by inquiring of the Printer be
mer advertisement for gathering of
informed of a Man that will carry it
R ags, and hope they will continue
on to Perfecl:ion for him.-Boston
the like Method; having received
Gazette, Mar. 2, 1742.
seven thousand weight and upwards
NEEDLE MAKER. Simon Smith, Needle
already.
maker from London, is removed from
For.the pleasing entertainment of
the Rainbow and Dove in Marlthe Polite part of Mankind, I have
borough Street, now in Union Street
Printed the most Beautiful P oems of
near the Corn fields; continues to
Mr. Stephen D uck, the famous
make and sell all sorts of white
Wiltshire Poet; It is a full demonChapple Needles, and all other sorts
stration to me that the People of
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New England, have a fine taste for
Good Sense & Polite Learning, having already sold 1200 of these Poems,
Richard Fry.- Boston Gazette, May
J / 8, 1732.
PEWTERER. T his is to give notice, that
a J ourneyman P ewterer, who is a
good workman in Hollow-ware, may
have constant work, and good 'Wages,
if t hey will go to New York, and
apply themselves to Mr. David Lyell,
or they may write to him and know
further.-Boston News-Letter, Aug.
23/ 30, r7 r4·
POTASH WoRK set up at Charlestown
Ferry in Boston, at the H ouse of
J ohn R ussell, Ferryman, 6d. in
money paid per Bushell to any that
have ashes to spare.-Boston NewsLetter, Nov. 27- Dec. 4, 1704.
P OTTERY AT CHARLESTOWN. J ohn Webber, a potter, at Charlestown, was
injured by the explosion of a cannon
while celebrating the marriage of
the P rincess R oyal.-Boston NewsLetter, M ay r6/ 23, 1734.
CHARLESTOWN EARTHEN WARE. To be
sold on reasonable T erml,, A D welling-H ouse & L and in Charlestown,
near the Swing-Bridge, with a House
& Kiln for the making of Earthen
Ware; as also a Warehouse and other
Conveniences necessary for that
Business, Inquire of the Printer.Boston News-Letter, Nov. r, 1744.
POTTERY. Made and Sold reasonably
by '.thomas Symmes and Company
at Charlestown near the Swing
Bridge, blue and white stone Ware of
forty different sorts; also red and
yellow ware of divers sorts, either by
Whol~sale or R etale.- Boston Gazette, Apr. 16, 1745 .
PorrER's KILN. T o be sold by publick
Vendue on T ue~day the 16th Currant, two o'Clock Afternoon, at the

Three Crane Tavern at Charlestown,
a Dwelling H ouse, Potter's K iln
House and Kiln in Wapping Street
in Charlestown aforesaid, any Person minding to purchase the same
before said Time may inquire of
Michael Brigden or Grace P arker.Boston Gazette, Dec. 9, 1746.
PowDER MAKER. Anv Gentlemen,
Merchants or others,'that have any
damnifyed Powder, or dust of Powder, either to sell, or to be made of
New, T hey may repair with the
same unto Walter Evenden, Powdermaker, at his H ouse in Dorchester,
who will either buy it or make it of
New for them, on reasonable terms.
- Boston News-Letter, Nov. 25Dec. 2, 1706.
PRINTED FABRICS. T he P rinter hereof
P rints Linens, Callicoes, Silks, etc.,
in good Figures, very lively and durable Colours, and without the offensive Smell which commonly attends
the L inens printed here.-Boston
Gazette, April. 18/ 25, 1720.
The P rinter hereof having dispers'd advertisements of his Printing
Callicoes, etc. a certain Person in
Charlestown, to rob him of the Benefit of said advertisements and impose upon strangers, calls himself by
the Name of Franklin, having
agreed with one in Queen Street,
Boston, to take in his work. These
are to desire him to be satisfyed with
his proper Name, or he will be proceeded against according to Law.Boston Gazette, May 2/9, 1720.
STAMPED LINEN . These are to Inform
the Publick, that I the Subscribe,
propose to come once more to Boston; if any Person or Persons have
old sheets or Linnen to stamp, they
are desired to leave them at the
House of James Nichol in School

manufactures in jl},ew ~nglanb
Street,next door to the French Meeting House; and if they send them in
four Weeks from this Date, they shall
have them in March next without
fail.AsWitnessmy Hand,SarahHunt.
-Boston Gazette, Dec. 22, r747.
P UMPS. P umps erecl:ed or altered
after a new and Easy Method,
whereby they will deliver more
Water, and with less strength, not
being apt to loose water, not at all
liable to Freeze, tho' fixed in the
most Bleak Places; by the Direcl:ions
of Rowland Houghton .-Boston
News-Letter, Sept. r4/ 2 T, 1732.
ROASTING J ACKS. To be sold by John
J ackson, J ack-maker, at his shop,
being the corner shop at the Draw
bridge, in Boston, all sorts of J acks,
reasonably, and makes, mends and
Cleans all sorts of Jacks; also makes
& mends Locks, Keys, and I roning
Boxes, at a reasonable rate.-Boston
Gazette, May 2/9, 1737.
SCALES. All Sorts of Weights and
Skales of the best sort for weighing
Money or other Merchandize. Made
and Sold by Caleb R ay, Chief Skalemaker of New England; or Skales to
be new strung and mended; at the
sign of the Skales and Weights in the
Alley near to Governours Dock in
Boston, at reasonable Rates.-Boston News-Letter,Apr. 26- May 3, 1708.
SCALES AND BALANCES. J onathan Dakin, Mathematical Balance-maker,
at the sign of the Hand & Beam
opposite to Dr. Colman's Meeting
House, Makes ali Sorts of Scale
Beams, and likewise mends all that
can be mended; where all Gen tlemen
may be supplied with Beams ready
adjusted and sealed as the Law direcl:s.-Boston Gazette, Nov. 26, 1745.
Sr,ITTlNG MILL AND IRON FORGE. T o
be Sold a good Penniworth, a Slit-
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ting Mill compleatly finished and
furnished, scituated in the middle of
near 20 Forges in the Compass of 12
Miles, with a well built Forge with
Two Fires, and conveniency for a
third; together with a well built and
well accustomed Grist Mill, all
standing on one Dam; on as constant a stream as this Land affords;
with accommodations for other Water Works; A good Dwelling House,
Coal House, and above 6 Acres of
Land, and a good Orchard upon it,
said Works stand on
amasket
River in Middleborough, 13 Miles
from Plymouth, andiofrom Taunton.
All finely scituated for a Country
Seat; and now Lets for 379 Pounds
per Annum. Any Person or Persons
minded to purchase the same, may
inquire of the R ev. Mr. Peter
T hacher of Middleborough aforesaid, or of the Printer hereof, and
know further.
N .B. The Reason of this Sale is because the Person wants the money
for it, and intending to leave off tha·t
Business.-Boston Gazette, May 1,,
1742.
STOVES. New-fashion Fire-Places or
Stoves from Philadelphia, to be sold
by 'I'hornasWade,BostonNews-Letter,
J~n. 31, 1745.
J usTP UBLISHED. Anaccountofthe
new-invented Pennsylvania FirePlaces: Wherein their con strucl:ion
and manner of operation is particularly explained; their Advantages
above every other method of warming Rooms demonstrated ; And all
objections that have been raised
against the Use of them, answered
and obviated. Sold by C. Harrison,
over against The Brazen-Head in
Cornhill.-Boston News-Letter, Feb.
i, r745.

~nnual Report of tbe ~reasurer of tbe ~otittp for tbe
!}reserbation of ~ebJ ~nglanb tzlntiquities
FoR THE YEAR ENDING FEBRUARY 28, 1922
RECEIPTS

PAYMENTS

Active Membership dues . .
$4,100.co
Associate Membership dues .
2,480.50
Liberty Loan Endowment Income
I ,248.85
Gifts, Miscellaneous . . .
521.5o
Po§l: Cards and Duplicates . . .
10.70
Intere§l:, Bank balance . . . . .
I 87.57
Temporary Loan, Old Colony Trust Co.
6oc.oo
Bulletin, sales . . . . . . . . . .
21.75
Old-Time New England, sales . . .
76. 2 5
Old-Time New England, advertising
910.00
Swett-Ilsley House booklet, sales .
3.3o
Telephone, tolls refunded . . .
2.65
Museum admissions . . . . .
25.10
Photographs, sales .
60.04
Asher Benjamin drawings, gifts.
153.00
Office supplies, sales
.40

Arnold House
Feb. 1, 1921 Appeal, Endowment
transfer . . . . . .
Endowment Fund, income

3,022.08
I 81.63

Balch House Purchase
Gifts . . . . . . .

1,221.00

Brown House Restoration
Gifts . . . . . . .
Cambridge Street Shops
Income, rentals

Salaries
Extra labor
Po§l:age
Library
Furniture and fixtures
Intere§l: on temporary loan
Museum objecls . . . .
Annual meeting . . . .
Old-Time New England.
Express and carting . .
Membership campaign .
Telephone . . . .
Safety deposit box rental
Photographs. . . . . .
Asher Benjamin drawings .
Office supplies and printing
Advertising . . . .
Traveling expenses . . . .

3,052.08
31.00

Purchase of the propert)'
I ntere§l: and taxes . . .
Re§l:oration . . . . . .
Transferred to Tru§l:ees

3,025.00
,74.65

Maintenance . . .

Cooper-Austin House
Income, rentals

Maintenance

Fowler House

Maintenance

Laws House

Maintenance . • . . . . . . . .

84

75-7 1

Endowment Fund, inve§l:ment .
Maintenance . .
. . . . .

Re§l:oration . . . . . .
Transferred to Tru§l:ees

I,, 84.00

$4,432.<;>4
153.18
372.62
159.69
751.22
6.12
. 6o.oo
103.25
3,654.33
42.48
365.20
129.6o
l0.00
34.o6
105.70
345.96
30.00

590• 1 7

1,529.48

~nnual ~eport of tbe ~reaS'urer
R ECEIPTS

Otis H,use
Maintenance, gifts . . . .
Feb. I, 1921 Appeal, transfer . .
Life Membership Fund, transfer .
Loan, to pay mortgage . . . .
Otis H ouse Mort. Fund, transfer
Jan. 1, 1920 Appeal, transfer . .
Life Memb. Fund Income, trans.

PAYMENTS

500.00
5,922.83
77-17
1,879.00
121.00
1,997.33
432 .89

Maintenance .
Mortgage, paid
Restoration

1,098.33
8,000.10
2,430.22

Ruggles House Restoration
Gifts .
Maine R. E. Acct. transfer

28 1.oo
240.00

Ruggles Hiftorical Society paid

525.oc

"Scotch"-Boardman House
Life Memb. Fund, income, transfer
Collamore Fund, income, transfer

854.80
50.90

Reftoration .
Maintenance

<jo6.7o
3.30

Swett-Ilsley House
Income, rentals

275.00

Maintenance
Intereft on loan (3 years)

Helen Collamore Fund
I ncome.

114.00
120.00

342.26

I nvestment Account
Transfer: "Scotch"-Boardman House

133.88

162.00

Transfer: Otis H ouse Mortgage

121.00

175.01

Cambridge House, inside finish
Townsend House ½ cost title .

125.01
50.00

Paid Ruggles Hiftorical Society

240.00

Otis House reftoration . . .

1,997.33

Otis House Mortgage Fund
Gifts.

5°-90

~emporary Funds
Income . . . .
General Emergency Fund
Withdrew from Savings Bank

Maine Real Estate Account
January

I, I920

Appeal

February I, I92I Appeal
Gifts . . . . . . . .

4,453.31

January 3f, I922 Appeal
Gifts . . . . . . . .

. Balance cash Feb. 28, 1921

Transfers:
Arnold House Endowment
Otis House Mortgage
Otis House Mortgage Fund
Printing, etc. . . . . . .
Poftage

$41,6o1.86
12,651.95

Balance cash Feb. 28, 1922 . . . .

3,022.08
5,922.83
121.00
110. 6o

54-55
$47,224•49
7,029.32
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HEI,EN COLLAMORE FUND

Principal of Fund
. . . . . . .
Transferred from Income Account, for Investment

Receipts:
March 1, 1921, Balance cash on hand
February 28, 1922, Income for the year

$5,050.00
103.13

Income Account

Payments:
Transfer to principal account.
"Scotch"-Boardman House, restoration
Balance cash on hand February 28,

154.03
1922.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP FUND

Principal of Fund on March 1, 1921.
Life Membership dues received during the year .
Income Account

Receipu:
March 1, 1921, Balance cash on hand
February 28, 1922, Income for the year

Payments:
Otis H ouse, Resl:oration .
Otis House, Mortgage . .
"Scotch"-Boardman H ouse, Restoration .
Balance cash on ha~d February 28,

$16,6oo.oo
1,850.00

$43 2.89

77-1 7

854.80

1,364.86

1922.

ELEAZER ARNOLD HousE ENDOWMENT FuND

$280.00
3,022.08

Principal of Fund on March 1, 1921.
Gifts by February 1, 1921 Appeal.

Receipts:
February 28,

Income Account
19 21,

Income for the year

Payments:
.'\mold House Maintenance
Bala~ce cash on hand February

$31.00
28, 1922

$1 so.63

§nnual l\eport of tbe m:reasurer
STATEMENT OF INVESTMENTS
PERMANENT FUNDS
T HIRD LIB ERTY LOAN ENDOWMENT F UND
Income to be used/or General Purposes
$150.00 1st United States Liberty Loan, 3½% .
$1,500.00 2nd United States Liberty Loan, 4¼%
$26,350.00 3rd United States Liberty Loan, 4¾%.
$5.00 War Savings Stamp . . . . . . . .
$1,000.00 Pan-American R.R. 1:!l: mtge., 5% (Gift) of future value
S1,ooo.oo Edison Elefuic llluminating Co., 6%
Uninvesl:ed cash in Old Colony Tru:!l: Co .
LIF E MEMBERSHIP FuND
Income Used for tl,e Upkeep of tl,e Real Estate
17 shares American Agricultural Chemical Co., pref . . .
20 shares United States Steel Corporation, pref. . . . .
26 shares Puget Sound Tracl:ion, Light & Power Co., pref
10 shares We:!l:ern Union Telegraph Co. . . . .
6 shares L udlow Manufacl:uring Associates .
22 shares American Telephone & Telegraph Co.
17 shares Standard Oil of New J ersey, pref. .
9 shares Springfield Gas Co . . . .
$1,000.00 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 1:!l: mortgage, 4% , 1965
$1,150.00 I :!l: United States Liberty Loan, 3.½% .
50.00 2nd United States Liberty Loan, 4¼% .
$1,150.00 5th United States Victory Loan, 4¾'%
Swett-Ilsey House Loan .
Uninvested cash in Old Colony Tru:!l: Co. . . .
HELEN COLLAMORE F UND, R ECEIVED BY BEQUEST
Income usedfor the upkeep of the Real Estate
11 shares American Telephone & Telegraph Co .
10 shares Western Union Telegraph Co.
6 shares Ludlow Manufacluring Associates
5 shares Edison Eleclric Illuminating Co .
$1,000.00 Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Rocky Mt. Div. 4% , 1965 .
ELEAZER ARNOW HousE ENDOWMENT
$250.00 5th United States Vicl:ory Loan, 4¼% .
13 shares United States Steel Corporation, pref .
15 shares Standard Oil of New Jersey, pref.

Book Value
$150.00
1,500 00
26,350.00
5.00
.oo
1,005.83
50.17
- - - $29,001.00

S1,707.31
2,212.50
2,791.75
1,022.50
744.00
2,5 10.29
1,785.00
1,350.00
875.00
1,150.00

50.00

1,150.00
800.00

301.65

$ 1,373-2 5

1,022.50
816.00
1,o66.38
875.00

$250.00
1,433.58
I ,618.50

EMERGENCY FUNDS
Principal and Income may be used for "Emergency Purchases" lo be refunded later
Helen F. Kimball Emergency Fund (Suffolk Savings Bank)
$1,662.46
Intere:!l: to Ocl:ober 10, 1921 .
75.63
General Emergency Fund (North End' Savings Bank)
Less withdrawn for temporary use
lntere:!l: to January 1, 1922 . . . . . .

$3,302.08

\
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LIBRARY ENDOWMENT FUND

t,100.00 4th Canadian War Loan, 5½% . . . . . . . . .

$100.00

SUSPENSE ACCOUNT

Temporary loan from General Emergency Fund

$175.01

MISCELLANEOUS F UNDS

Permanent Funds
Fowler House Endowment Fund
Income for 191~1921 . . .

$40.85
6.68

Museum Endowment Fund
Income for 191~1921 .

5•72

T emporary Funds
Block House (North Edgecomb, Me.)
Income for 1919-1921 . . . . . . . .

'f,10.00
1.62

Cooper-Austin House Mortgage Fund .
I ncome for 191~1921 . . . . . . . .

'f,1o6.76
17·44

Cooper-Austin House Corner Lot Mortgage Fund .
Income for 191~1921 . .

B. CLARKE,
Auditing Committee.

$108.38

$513. 2s
1.20
84.00

'f,266.00

$598.45

Purchase Price and Cost of Restoration or Permanent Improvements
Eleazer Arnold House, Lincoln, R. I., built ca. 1687 . . . .
$2,363.33
Cooper-Austin House and Corner Lot, Cambridge, ca. 1657
10,900.01
Fowler House and Land, Danvers, built 1809. . . . . .
3,920.50
1,843.22
Laws House, Sharon, N . H., built ca. 1800 . . . . . . .
Harrison Gray Otis House, Boston, built 1795, and shops
6o,425.77
"Scotch"-Boardman House, Saugus, built 1651
3,890.63
Swett-Ilsley House, Newbury, built ca. 1670 .
4,182.33
January 31, 1922 appeal, unexpended balance
5,244.45

NATHAN PIKE,

'f,124.'.20

37.36

R EAL ESTATE

WILLIAM

'f,u.62

'f,228.64

Invested in 6 shares Western Union Telegraph Co .
Uninvested principal in Old Colony Trust Co.
Uninvested income in Old Colony Trust Co . . .

Approved:

$40.72

$93.20
I 5.18

Laws House Repair Fund
I ncome for 1919-1921 . .

Total

'f,47.53

$35.oo

$92,776.24
$151,735.18

WILLIAM C. ENDICOTT
Treasurer.

3Ja:nua:rp 31. 1922, §ppta:l
This appeal was sent out to meet the expense of the proposed removal of the shops
in front of the Otis House and the construction of a suitable approach,
at an estimated cost of $12,000.
Al<ONYMOUS
ANONYMOUS
MR. H OLKER ABBO,r
MRS. GEORGE R. AGA SSIZ.
t\1R. FREDERICK W. ALDRED
MRS. JAMES B ARR AMES .
MR. F. D. AMSDES
Miss E MMA A. ANDERSON
MRS. R. M . APPLETON '
MRS. GEORGE F. AR:<01,D
MR. H OLLIS R. B AILEY
MR. L UTHER C . BA LDW1"' .
MRS S. THRUSTON BALLARD.
Miss E LIZABET» H. BARTOL
MRS. J.
BARTOL .
MR. RALPH
B ARTLETT
MRS. PERKINS B ASS
MRS. ARTHUR L EE B ATES .
MR. WALTER C. BAn1Es .
MRS. WALTER C. BAYLJES
MRS. T. BELKNAP B EACH
MR. FRAlflC H. B EEBE .
MR. H ENRY
BELKNAP
MR. FRAlfK B. B EMIS • .
MR. MARCH G. BENNETT
MRS. A LBERT J . BE.VERIDGE.
MR. E. D UPLESSIS B EYLARD
Miss FLORENCE BIGELOW
MR. GEORGE NIXON B LACK
MRS. CHARLES H. BLAINE .
MR. GEORGE A. BLAI SDELL .
MRS. FRANCIS B LAKE .
MR. GEORGE F. B LAKE
Miss EMILY F. BLANEY
MR. WELLES BOSWORTH
Miss M ARIA BowEN . .
MR. NEWTON C. BRAINARD .
M.iss E. J osEPHISE B RAZIER
l\1Rs. J OSEPH H. BRAZIER
MR. FREDERICK \V. BRIDGE

w.

s.

w.

MRS. GEORGE R. B RIGGS . '
Miss L ucY M. BRIGH AM . .
Miss EvA ST. C .BRJGHTMAN
MRS. ELBERT H. BROCK . .
MR. and MRS. HoRACE BROWN
MRS. L EROY
BROWN

s.

31.00
3 .00
3 .00
25 .00
3.00
20.00
1.00
5 .00
25.00
5 .00
5 .00
50.00
5 .00

2s.oo

5.00

5 .00
. 25.00
1.00
100.00
100.00
5 .00
15.00
10.00
50.00
20.00
5.00
10.00
2.00
100.00
2.00
5.00
10.00
20.00
10.00
5 .00
1.00
10.00
15.00
10.00
25.00
5 .00
3 .00
2 .00
5 .00
25.00
(.00

MR. T. HAssAJ,L BRows
10 .00
MR. HERBERT BROWNE
5.00
10 .00
MRS. GEORGE C. BRYANT
10 .00
MR. C. SANFORD B uu .
MR. F. KINGSBURY B ULL
2).00
MR. L uDLow S. Buu
25.00
Mi ss ELLEN B ULi.ARD .
15.00
MR. A.G. B u 1.1.0CK
7~.00
Miss ELLEN L. B URNAP
5.00
MRS. M. S. 8 UR1'HO~IE
5.00
Miss CELEHE E. B asu
J.00
Miss I sABEL B UTLE R
5.00
MRS. ARTHUR T. CABOT
25.00
2.00
Miss FLORENCE F. CA1..Dwe1.L
MRS. ALICE H . CALKINS .
Miss ANNIE PAYSO s CALL
Miss EDITH C. CANFIELD
3.00
MRS. G EORGE A. CARPEN"TER
5.00
MR. CLARENCE H. CARTER .
2.00
10.00
MR. RI CllARD B. CARTER.
MR. WALTER H. CASSEBEER
5 .00
Mi ss ALICE G. CHA:<DLER
5.00
MR. H ORACE D. CHAPIN
20.00
MR. F. V. CHAPPELL
5 .00
Miss ALICE P. C»ASE .
5.00
Miss ELLEN CHASE . .
5.00
100.00
Miss ANNIE H . CHENEY
MRS. CLIFFORD D. CHENEY
5.00
10.00
MR. Louis R. CHENEY .
Miss MARY CHENEY
10.00
Miss MABEL C HOATE .
25.00
MRS. GERSHOM
CLARK
5.00
COMMONWEALTH CHAPTER D AUGHTERS
OF F OUNDERS AND PATRIOTS or
10.00
AMERICA . . . . , .
10.00
MR. WALTER COMSTOCK
MISS M ARY E. CONVERSE
4·2 5
l\1R. E. STODDARD COOK
5.00
MR. JOHN G. CooLIDOE
25.00
MR. J . T. CoOLIDGE
,100.00
Miss M ARY C. CorELAND
3 .00
10.00
MR. WILLIAM F. CORLISS
Miss LucY C. CREHORE
5 .00
10.00
MRS. D AVID CROCKER .
10.00
Miss .ANNE C, CROSBY .
MR. F. K. CURTIS ' • .
5.00

,.oo
,.oo

w.

J.

<!&lb-1!!:ime jllebJ <tnglanb
M1ss HARRIOT S. CURTIS .
MR. HORATIO G. CURTJS
MR. ARTHUR P. CUSHING
Miss ALICE CusHMAN

5.00
100.00

MR. THOMAS J . D. FULLER
MRS.
S . FULTON

J0.00

Miss R uTH GALPIN
MRS. THOMAS B. GANNETT

10.00

Miss MARGARET W. Cus H 1NG
MR. CHARLES H . DAVIS

5.00
8.oo

MR. WALTER G . D AVIS

10.00

MR. D EXTER

30.00
2.00
10.00

B. DAWES

MRS. HARRY G . DAY
MRS. GEORGE L. DEBLOIS

5.00

Miss S. E . D ENTON
MRs. EDWARD DE Ros£
MR. EDwJN DIMOCK

5.00
10.00

5.00

MRs. RICHARD C . D ix EV .
MR. GEORGE

J.

B.

DODGE

10.00

w.

MR. WILLIAM A. GASTON
MR. E . H . GAY

10 .00

MR. MARSHALLH. GouLD
MR. LEONARD P. GOULDING

25.00

MRS. CHARLES B . GRAVES
MR. RusSELL GRAY

5 .00
50.00
25-00
10.00

MRS. EvA R. GREELEY
MRS. EDWJN FARNHAM GREENf; .
MR. HOWARD GREENE

5.00

Miss MARY W . GREENLEAF

MRS. GEORGE FRANCIS Dow

5-00
2.00

P. Dow

.

DUDLEY

MR. and MRs. J . R oBERTSON D uFF
MR. HERBERT H . D YER
Miss H ANNAH M. EDWARDS

,.oo

15.00
2 .00
100.00

Miss SARAH A . ELDRJDGE
PRES. CHARLES
ELIOT,

20.00

MRS. CHRISTOPHER
MRS.
ELLIOT

3.00
20.00

w.

J. w.

2.00

R. ELIOT

MR. AUGUSTUS H. ELLIS .

J00.00
1.00

Miss ELIZABETH PAGE ELY .

and MRs. E

MRS. D. S. GREENOUGH
MR. MA1.COI.M
GRf;ENOUGH

10.0C

.I.\IIR. ALFRED

MRS. H UGH K. HATFIELD
Miss MAY HAUGHTON

5-00
J0.00

MRS. J. WOODWARD HAVEN
Miss MARYE. HAVEN .

15.00

Miss FRANCES HAYWARD

5 .00
10.00
10.00

MRS. J OHN F. H,u
Miss MARION H ILL
MR. H ERBERT N. HixoN

MRS. H ENRY ENDICOTT.

I0.00

MRS. J EFFERSOl'f HOGAN

MRS. Dw1GHT W . ENsJG!>'

10.00

M RS. HAROLD C . ERl'fST

10.00

MRS. J oHl'f M. Ho1.coMBE
Miss MA RIAN H oMANs

MRS. GEORGE R. FEARING
MRS. C. C. FELTON
A FRIEND

MR. M ANS}'IELD FERRY
MR. EDWARD B . FIELD
MR. VERNON A . FIELD .
MRs. Louis H. F1TCH
MRs. W. Sco-rr Fn-z •

R.

5 .00

5.00
5.00

15.00

5.00

100.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
3.00
100.00

5.00
5.00

MRS. KENT HAMll,TON .

MR. GEORGE W. EMERSON

MR. GUSTAVUS J . ESSELEl'f .
,RA·NEUIL HALL CHAPTER D . A.
MR. WILi.JAM T . FARLEY .

3.00
100,00
5.00
2.00

10.00
20.00
5 .00

5.00

Miss H ELEN HooD

MRS. JAMES R. H OOPER
Miss MARY F. HooPER.
MR.

and MRS. ALBERT G .

10 .00
2.00
HoPKINS

Miss CoRl'fE1,1A HORSFORD .
Mi'ss KATHARINE HoRsFoRD
M ISs ELIZABETH G . Hou GHTON
MRS, ARCHIBALD M. HOWE

w.

MRS. C .
H UBBARD
MR. EDWARD A. H uEBEl'fER .
MRS. ARTHUR HUNNEWELL .

10.00

MR. JAMES M. H UNNEWELi..

MR. H ARRY G . FLETCHER .

10.00

THE M1ssEs H UNT.
MR~ FREDERICK J. Hu.,'TtNGTON

w.

Miss CAROLINE A. Fox

5.00

15.00

Miss KATE W. Fox

25.00
2.00

MR. H o1.1.1s FReNCH
MRs. L ours A. FROTH I NGHAM .

50.00

5.00

MR. H ENRY M . HUTCHINGS
MRS. CHARLES

L. HUTCHINS

w.

Miss B ERTHA
JACOBS .
Miss GERTRUDE T . J AcoBs
MRS. CHARLES M. J ARVIS

5.00

5 .00
10.00

MR. D ESMOND FITZGERALD
MR. EDWARD
FORBES
-Miss EMMA P. FosTER .

5.00

5 .00

B. HARLOW

Miss GEORGLA H. EMERY
Miss MARYE. EMERY .
MRS. R .
EMMONS

w.

1.00

H. GuTTERSON
ENRY C. HAILE

MR. JOHN

MR. J .B. HAYWARD •
MR. GEORGE M . HERSEY

. W . EMERSON

5.00

s.

MR. MILLARD BURR GULICK
MR. H

8.oo

5.00
10.00

15.00
10.00

MR.

5.00
10.00

MRs. WM. OwEN GooDMAN

'2.00

MRS. WILLIAM B

r5.oo
50.00
10.00
5.00

MRS. FREDERlCK L. GA y .
MR. J OSIAH H. G I FFORD

MRS. E.
Doo1.ITTLE
Miss ADELINE A. DouGLAss
Miss JOSEPHINE

(.00

10.00

2.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
5.00

5.00

2.00

2 5.00
100.00
50.00
25.00

5.00

20.00
3.00
5 .00

5.00

Mas. H ENRY E . J OHNSON
Miss HELEN M. K ELSEY .
Mas. EDWARD L. KENT
THE M1ssEs K1MBALL (Brookline)
M i ss CAROLINE W. KtNo
M iss EmTH D. KINGSBURY .
Da. W . W. KNIGHT
Ma. ARTHUR B. LADD
Mas. J . H ENRY LANCASHIRE
MRS. B. J. LANG
Mas. E . H. LANSING
Miss E. R. L ATHROP
Miss SARAH LAWRENCE
Mas. T HOMAS A. L AwT01<
Miss ALICE LEE
Mas. BENJAMIN I. LEEDS
Miss CAROLINE A. L EIGHTON
D R. C LARENCE B. LIVI NGSTON .
D R. ERNEST G. LIVINGSTON'
MRS. P.H. L oMIJARD
Miss ALICE M. L ONGFELLOW
Ma. G EORGE R. L oRD
MRS. WM. CALEB L ORING.
MRS. T HORNTON K. L OTHROP .
Ma. WILLIAM G . L ow
M i ss LucY L owELL
MRs. JoHN A. McARTH UR
Miss F. A. McCooK .

MRs. WILLIAM L. McKEE
MRs. RIDLEY McL EAN
MRS.
H. MARLAND .
Miss ELEANOR G. MAY
MRS. HARLAN G. MENDENHALL
MR. FRANK MERRIAM
MR. STEPHEN 0. METCALF
MRS, IDA FARR MILLER
MRS. WILLIAM D. MILLER
MR. GEORGE D. MILLETT.
MRS. SUMNER MILTON .
MR. LAWRENCE
MINER.
MR. HENRY W. M ONTAGUE
MRS. J OHN F. MooRs
MRs. MARY G. MORRISON
Miss F RANCES R. MoRSE
M,ss J ESSIE GWENDOLEN MORSE
•Mas. EvERETT MoRss .
•Miss E1.1. EN F. MosELEY
Miss M. MATHILDE MouRRAILLE
Miss EMMA F . M uNROE
-MR.
L. MUNSON
Miss Lou1sE M URRAY
Miss L A URA NELSON.
MR. B. M. NEWCOMB
Miss HARRI ET H. NEWMAN

w.

w.

s.

MR. GRENVILLE H. NORCROSS
MRS. ARTHUR P. NAZRO

5 .00
10.00
10.00
100.00
I0.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
5 .00
5 .00
2.00
2 .00
3.00
100.00
2 .00
10.00
3.00
2 .00
2 .00
T5 .00
30.00
25.00
10.00
50.00
20.00
50.00
5 .00
l.00
100.00

5.00

25.00
10.00
5 .00
10.00
50.00
2 .00
20.00
5.00
5 .00
2.00
10.00
10.00
105.00
25.00
10.00
100.00
75.oo
2 .00
25.00
ro:oo
5 .00
5 .00
5 .00
2.00
100,00
5-00

Ma. GEORGE R. NuTTER
Mas. ELIZA B.OGDEN
Miss MARION OLMSTED
Ma. and Mas. JAMES OT1s
R EV. GEORGE L. P AINE.
Mas. J AMES L. PAINE
Mas. R. T. PAI NE, 2nd
MR. LAWRENCE PARK
MR. EDWARD L. PARKER
Miss ELEANOR S. PARKER.
Miss CHARLOTTE P ARSONS
Mas. J OHN W. PARSONS
Miss CAROLINE E . PEABODY
Mas . CHARLES B. P EABODY
MR. GEORGE A. PEABODY.
Miss LAURA F. PEIRCE
MRS. CHARLES E . PERKJNS .
Miss ELIZABETH N . PERKJNS
M as. WILLIAM A. PEw
Miss CATHERINE T. PH1LL1Ps .
MRS. JOHN C. P HIL LIPS
Mas. D. L. PICKMAN
EDITH, LA DY PLAYFAIR
Ma. PRESTON C. PoND .
MR. and MRs . J AMES R. Pooa .
Ma. CHARLES D. PoRTER
Mas. D w1GHT E. POTTER
Miss AMY PowELL
Miss CARRIE E. PowELL .
MRS. JoH N T. PRATT
MR. LABAN PRATT
Mas. CLARA R . PRESCOTT
MR. JAMES H. PROCTOR
MR. NATHAN TROWBRIDGE P ULSIFER.
MRS. C HARLES P. Pun<AM
MR. and MR.s . H AR.RY SEATON RAND.
MRS. GEORGE M . REED
Miss H ELEN LEAH REED .
MR. T. J. O AKLEY RHINELANDER
MRS. GEORGE E. RICHARDS
D R. WILLIAM L. RICHARDSON •
MR. WILLIAM
RICHARDSON .
MRS. C A RL ADAMS RICHMOND
MR. RUSSELL ROBB
MRS. GEORGE I. ROCKWOOD
M iss SusAN S. R OGERS
MRs. W. 0. R oss
MRS. CHARLES F . R USSELL
MRS. MARY A. RusSELL
•MRS, C. HENRY S T. J OHN . . . . ..
MR. CHARLES E. SAMPSON
MRS. CLARENCE H. SANBORN •
MRS. FERRY SANFORD
MR. ALLAN CAMERON SARGENT
PROF. C HA RLES
SARGENT
MRS. WILLIAM SAVIUE

s.

0

s.

5.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
10.00
25 .00
25 .00
5.00
100.00
50.00
5 .00
2.00
5.00
5 .00
200.00
5.00
T0.00
2 .00
lo.co
3.00
10.00
50.00
J0.00
10.00
10.00
25.00
5.00
25.00
25.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
100.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
5 .00

3.00

20.00
5 .00
200.00
5 .00
5 .00
10.00
15.00
5 .00
10.00
5 .00
1.00
25.00
50.00
1.00
5.00
1.00
100.00
5 .00

MR. WM. Oris SAWTELLE

,.oo

MRS. H ERBERT

T.. TINKH A \I

10.00

:\11ss CLARA ENDICOTT SEARS

25.00

Miss ELLEN G. Tooo

THE Misses SEARS

25.00
2 .00

Mi ss MARY

25.00

MRS. R UTH ER FORD TROWBRIDGE

10.00

MR. ALFRED T UCKER,\/\~

5-00
10.00

:VfRs. F RANCIS
Mil.. CHARI.ES

8. SEARS, JR.
F. T. SEAVERU,,.

Mi ss AMELIA SHAPLEIGH .
DR. FREDERICK C . SHATTUClo..

:VfR.

FRANCIS SHAW

5.00
25.00
,o.oo

M.

5.00

Tot.MAN

MRS. R OBERT

5 .00
20.00

. TOPPAN

~IRS. H ENRY D. T UDOR
Miss MABEL CHAMPION T ut.I.ER .

5.00
2.00

s. SHAW

25.00

MR. FRAS'K M. SHEi.DON .

10.00

MRS. GEORGE T. TUTTLE

MRS. A.K. SHERMAN .

10.00

MRS. MICHA EL

5.00
10.00

Miss SALLY\\'. SHEPARD .

10.00

MRS,

25.00

'?.00

Miss

5.00
'2.00

MRS. H ENRY

MRS. H ENRY

B. SIMONDS

MRS. EMELINE

w. SMITH

MRS. CHARLES

DR. E. T ERRY SMITH

:'-1R. and

l\lRs. EDWARD

E. S,11rH

10.00

MR. ALBERT M. T URNEil .

~I. VANBUREN .
\\'YS'ANT VA ND ER POOi,
BERTHA H. VAUGHAN

G.

Co1.. C. S. WADSWORTH
Miss ANs-A

:\I.

5.00

MR. WJLLIAM

5.00

MRS,

MR. ROBERT KEITH SNOW
l\l!ss JEANIE LEA SouTHw1ci-..

5.00
10 .00
,.oo

25.00
2.00

WAITE .

Q. WALES
B. H. WARDf:R

MR. GEORGE A. SMITH
Miss H e r.EN

F. SMITH
MR. R OBERT B. S,rJTH

25.00
10.00

VAUGHAS'

5.00

MRs. D0NA1.D J. WARNER

35.oo
J0.00

WARREN

10.00

and PRESCOTT CHAPTER D. A. R.

MRS. CHARLES DANN WATER8URY

2.00
5 .00

MR. PHIi.i P L. SPALDING

25.00

MRS, THOMAS R. WATSON

MR. J OHN T. SPAULDING

25.00

MR. WALTER

MRS. I SAAC SPRAGUE.

15.00

MR.

F. G.

F.

WATTEJ<S

5.00
100.00

WEBSTER

MR.• ALEXASDER STARBUCK

2.00

Mi ss DOROTHY WEIR

2.00

MR.

6.oo

MRS. J. Al.DEN WEIR

w. A. STEBBINS

Miss MARY 0. STEVENS

B. C. STICKNf;\'
MR. EDw1s B. STILLMAN .

10 .00

Miss EMMA A. WELCHER

5 .00
8.oo

MR. Wit.LIAM

10.00

MR. A.MOS R. WELLS

5.00

1 1RS. G.

25.00

L. STONE

•

2.00

MR. ARTHUR

R.

WesDELL

5-00

Miss SusAN J. WENTWORTH

15.00

:\'11ss KATHARINE H. SToNE

2.00

MR, J AMES L. WESSON .

MRS, C. A. STOVER

,.oo

MR. RICHARD WHEATLA ND

5.00
10.00

10.00

Miss H ELEN WHEELER

25.00

2.00

MRS. HESRY WHEELER

25.00

MRS.

25.00

MR. J OHN F. STREET
MRS. CHARLES P. STRONG
Miss MABEi. STURGIS

tvfR.

100,00

S. W. STURGIS

MRs. R OBERT C. SwAYZt::

MR. H ENRY N. SWEET .
MRS. °WILLIAM
MR. EDMUS'D

N. SWIFT

.

Q. SYLVESTER

MR. H ENRY F. TArl.EY
MJSs ABB\' F. TAYI.OR .
MR. Louis
MR.

B. THACHER

and MRS. C. I. THAYEI\

MR. Jo,m
MRS,

E. T HAYER

H. M. THOMPSON

E.

M. WHEELWRIGH1'

, .oo

MRS. CHARLES J . WHITE .

5.00

25.00

M iss GERTRUDE R. Wmn.
M ISS H ARRJET

R.

5.00

25-00

WHJTE

5.00

10.00

MR. ALLAS'

WHITMAN

5.00
10.00

25.00
10.00
1.00
5.00
10.00
100.00
2.00

H.

Eu WHITNEY
MRS. F. A. WHITWELL
MRS- F. s. WHITWELL
MRS.

20.00

.

25.00

Miss SusAKS-A WILLARD
MR. DAVJD

w. WILLIAMS

M1 SSES ALICE

B. and L

ucY

2.00

B. W1 LL SON

10.00

MRS. ARTHUR WINSLOW

5.00
20.00

MR. ALBERT THORNDIKE .

10.00

MR. OwEx \.VJNsTON

10.00

MR. ALDEN

50.00
2.00

Miss MARY

Miss MARY WooDMAN .

5.00
20.00

Miss EmTH C. YouNG .

5.00

A. 'THORNDIKE

DR. TOWNSEND

\V. THORNDIKE

MRS. KATHERINE M. THURBER
Miss AMY R. THURSTON

5.00
1.00

:'11R. FREO W. TIBBETS .

'l.00

Total

F. WooD

receipts to Sept.

1, 1922

$7,475. 2 5

~otes, anb
In the last annual

report of the CorMEMORIAL
responding SecreLITCHFIELD, CONN. tary announcement was made
of the bequest to this Society by Miss
Mary P erkins Quincy, of Litchfield,
Conn., of her house and lot in Litchfield, known as "Ardley," together
with an endowment of $20,000. The
property has now been turned over to
th~ Society together with the endowment which was reduced to $18,020.34
because of inheritance taxes imposed
by the State of Connecticut. I t is a
curious circumstance that new legislation becoming effective on J uly 1, 1921,
would have relieved this bequest from
such taxation had Miss Quincy lived
but one month longer. "Ardley" is a
modern house built in r904 in the
"Colonial" scyle. Miss Quincy bequeathed nearly all the furnishings of
the house to her cousins, Mrs. William
Woodville R ockhill and Miss Clarissa
Champion Deming, who, after selecting certain articles, have left the remainder as a permanent deposit whereby the "Quincy Memorial" shall remain much as it was during Miss
Quincy's occupancy.
The bequest was made with the request that "Ardley" remain as a "historic center for family heirlooms, together with collections of lace and
embroidery, in connection with the
collection of lace and embroidery
owned by the H iscorical Society at
Litchfield, with class rooms in the
mansard for inscruction in lace." It has
been deemed best to ask the co-operation of the Litchfield Hiscorical Society
QUINCY

leanings,
in carrying out the terms of the be- .
quest and an agreement has been
entered into whereby a committee
composed of members of both Societies
has taken over the adminiscration of
"Ardley." This arrangement may be
dissolved by either party after notice.
The endowment has been invested by
the Preservation Society and the income will be applied to the upkeep and
management of the property.
The rescoration of
the exterior of the
Balch H ouse, Beverly, has been effected by the truscees of the Balch
House Trusc and an "appeal" is about
to be sent to all who have heretofore
aided in the cosc of purchasing and rel.'l:oring the property, inviting further
contributions to the amount of $2700
to complete the restoration of the
house. The exterior now presents a
quaint and very unusual appearance
in that the oldest part, the cottage
built by J ohn Balch about 1638, appears as a structure of that period imbedded, so to speak, in a corner of a
larger house of a later type. The front
gable with its barge boards rising from
the steep roof of the early period house,
together with the casement sash filled
with diamond-paned leaded glass, give
a very picturesque appearance. The
next oldesl: part of the house, which
adjoins on the left of the front, is supplied with sliding sash windows set
with diamond-paned leaded glass,
marking the transition period between
casement sash and sliding sash fitted
with wooden muntins. Evidence was
BALCH HousE
BEVERLY
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discovered showing that the early trim
of the house was painted Indian red
and this has been followed so that the
coving and corner boards and the trim
of the doors and windows are red, and
the clapboards and shingles have been
left to weather. The interior of the
house and especially some features of
the framing are of unusual antiquarian
interest and probably not duplicated
by any other structure in New England. A custodian is now living in the
house which may be inspected by members of the Society upon presentation
of their membership tickets. The
property is owned by the Balch H ouse
Trust, the trustees of which are Dr.
Franklin G. Balch, Mr. Charles K.
Bolton, the president of the Preservation Society, and Mr. Wm. S. Appleton
the Society's secretary.
The old Pidge house
PrnGE HousE on North Main
PAWTUCKET Street, in Pawtucket,
R. I., has recently
been purchased by Mr. Granville S.
Standish of Providence, who will repair the building and devote it to semipublic uses, possibly turning it into a
museum of old-time furnishings. The
house was built during the lasl quarter
of the seventeenth century and is of
particular interest because of having
been at one time the headquarters of
General Lafayette. It is also claimed
that he spent the night in this house
while passing through Providence in
1824duringhis second visit toAmerica.
A baby in the Pidge family at the time
was christened Lafayette Pidge and
grew to manhood and for years was
well known in North Providence and
Pawtucket. In recognition of General
Lafayette's association with this house
the "Cercle Social Franco-American"

of Pawtucket, recently adopted resolutions to make this house "a public
historical landmark," the publication
of which in the Pawtucket 'l'imes,
aroused public interest and eventually
led to the purchase of the property by
Mr. Standish. Much praise is due to all
concerned in preserving this interesting
building from destruction. The Preservation Society's contribution consisted
in an inspection, followed by a report
put at the service of Mr. Standish.
The house was long occupied as ·a
tavern by J eremiah Sayles. When first
built it was a two-story house with only
one room on each floor. At some later
date, probably before the year r7 50,
an addition was made at both ends of
the house and also along the rear,
bringing the house to its present proportions. The original chimney was
then replaced by the present one of
brick, which has very curious fireplaces consl:ructed at an obtuse angle
in a corner of each of four rooms on
both floors, making the floor plan of
these fireplaces the most singular that
the writer has ever noted. The stairs
are only twenty-eight inches wide and
rise in a semi-circular manner in a very
restricted space. The house has plank
walls and no studs and still preserves a
little early bevel-and-bead moulded
sheathing. On the whole, it has considerable architectural interest as well
as sentimental value and its preservation merits the applause of all having
at heart the saving from decay arid
destruction of memorials of the olden
time.
In 1861 a Boston
SMOKING IN woman and her EngP uB LIC, 1851 lish husband were
visiting at the home
of her parents on Beacon Street, opposite Boston Common, and family
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SllOKtllS' ClllCLl::, ON BOSTO:,; COJIJIOX.

tradition hands down an entertaining
story about him.
The family mid-day dinner was at
the then fashionable hour of half past
two in the afternoon, after which the
head of the house invariably had his
afternoon cigar which was smoked in
the house. T he Englishman refused to
adopt t his custom since it was at that
time bad form in his beloved England,
and accordingly went out doors and
smoked on the other side of the street
while leaning against the iron fence of
the Common and looking over at his
father-in-law's house.
Bosl:on and its customs must have
changed somewhat since t he ten years
previous, for an interesting side light
on customs in 1851 is to be found in
Gleason's Pictorial for that year, page
240. The text is as follows :
"The scene herewith sketched by our
~rtisl: represents the Smoker's Circle jusl: as
1t appeared at the afternoon hour a short
time since. It is a well-known fad that -

while a man may enjoy the weed by inhaling the fragrant fumes of a cigar in any
other city of the Union - in Booton a fine
is exaded from any person who presumes
to smoke in the fueets. Our worthy mayor,
sympathizing with the oppressed consumer
of the weed, has had a circle of seats arrayed in a shady grove of our beautiful
park; and here scores of persons resort
each afternoon and evening to inhale the
bewitching weed. Let our readers drop
round that way, and see how truthful a
pidure we have given them."

These are to desire a certain
THEFT woman that carryed away
a piece of fine Lace of fourteen shillings per yard from a shop in
Bosl:on about three month's ago to
return the same. And of another that
convey'd away a piece of Fine Calico
under her Ryding-Hood some time
since. Satisfaction is Demanded, or
else they may expect to be publickly
exposed. -Boston News-letter, Dec.
1 5- 22, r712.

Uleigbts anb -Values of t:oins
A TABLE ENGRAVED ABOUT

1765

BY NATHAl<IEL HURD OF BOSTON. ORIGINAL EN-

GRAVINOS ARE OWNED BY THE A MERICAN ANTIQUARIAN SOCIETY, WORCESTER, ANO
THE POCUMTUCK VALLEY M USEUM, DEERFIELD

A newspaper brought
from England, called
B URNED BY <J'he Observator, containing a scandalous
H ANGMAN
libel "very much tending to the Defamation of his Excellency the Governor [Joseph Dudley]
and his adminisl:ration," it being in the
nature of a letter subscribed by Robert
Armstrong, who informed Her M ajesNEWSPAPER

ties Council and J usl:ice of the I mperior Court that it was a forgery, the
Court of Quarter Sessions at Portsmouth, N. H. ordered that the paper
be "forthwith burnt in some publick
Place within this T own, by the Common Hangman or otherwise the Sheriff
Officer." It was burned by the hangman in the market on December 3d. Boston News-Letter, Dec. 1-8, 1707 .

.1.form for a ,Seque!$t
I give, devise and bequeath to The Society for the Preservation of New England
Antiquities,a corporation duly incorporated by the Commonwealth of Massachusells,
and located in Boston, in said Commonwealth. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... ... .
NoTe- Beque§l:s may be made in real e§l:atc, money, or any objects relating to New England baving his•
torical, antiquarian, or artiftic intcrcft.

T

O RENT IN WATERTOW , MASS., the Abraham Brown, Jr.,
house, built in 1663 and recently restored. The later addition is now
being repaired and enlarged for occupancy in the Fall. Large barn
and shed. Five minutes from Watertown Square, on car line to Waltham .
Address: WM. SUMNER APPLETON, 8 Park Street, Boston
RECOMMENDATION FOR ME M BE RSHIP
IN THE

~octdp for tbt ~rt.strbatton of ~tb:l ~nglanb ~nttquttit.s
THE ANNUAL FEE INCLUDES SUBSCRIPTION TO
·· @lb-~ime j}eln C!inglanb"
Annual D ues-Active, $5.00; Associate, $2.00; Life Membership, '1,50.00
P lease detach and fill in blank below and send to the CorrespondingSecretary

- - - - - - - - - - - -I922

To the Corresponding Secretary,
2 Lynde Street, Boston, Mass.

I nominate _________________________
Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - for membership.
"!AME AND ADDRESS OF MEMBER
111

PewterWare
For Sale at

ARTS & CR,-\FTS
GA LL E RI ES
MADE BY

or sent direct prepaid

L. H . VAUGHAN, T AUNTON, MASS.

EARLY Ho USES

GEORGE FRANCIS

Topsfield, Mass.

Dow

Has planned and superintended the restoration of the
following houses:
J OHN BRADFORD (1675) Kingston
PARSON CAPEN (1683) T opsfield
J oHN W ARD (1684) Salem
WILLIAM P LATTS (1690) Rowley

J OHN FRENCH (1707) T opsfield
H osIERY SHO P (1719) I pswich
J OHN CHOATE (1725) Essex
FORT WESTERN (1754) Augusta

Correspondence Solicited

Dame, Stoddard
Company

George E. Vernon
& Co.
91 St. J ohn Street

F rom begin nings in 1800 we
have been identified
with the best in

ewpon,R.I.

P eriod Furniture

Cutlery and Fishing
Tackle

Early
American Pieces
a Specialty

and we still m aintain the sa me
hig h standard.

Interior D ecorators and
Furnishers

3 7 4 W ashington Street
Bofion, M ass.
IV

Atlan1ic.' Printing Company
Botton

"CROSSROADS"

A

Teterborough, .?\(j_w Hampshire

FU<E estate of one hundred and one acres, located on the old
Boston post-road and commanding a splendid view of fount
Monadnock and Dublin, as seen across the valley. The house
wa!. formerly known as the "\Vilson Tavern" and contains much fine
panel work.and ornamental trim . It has fifteen rooms, four bathrooms, eleven fireplaces, modern plumbing and a vapor heating
system; all installed without detracting from the architectural
character of the house which is said to have been designed by Bulfinch who did the village meeting-house. There is a secret hiding hole
capable of concealing six or eight persons. The old ball-room is
inta<'l: with its original panelled partition and the old tap-room and
wine-vault beneath are of the few that remain in New England.
There is a sunken garden for flowers, a pool in the lawn, farmer's
cottage and large barn. The house is in perfect repair. See illustrated
article on this house in "House Beautiful" for August, 1920.

Fo1· Sale; Price, $25,000
.\ddress, J

ESSE At, tJERT LocKE (owner),care George P.

Dunstan, Peterborough, N . I I.

0

cJh1 Old Pewter Vresser
TE seldom meets with such a dresser toda). Once it

stood in the kitchen of a house contemporary with
that of Parson Capen in T opsfield.
Today it awaits you here,- among many other interdting old pieces in Our Antique Room, its shelves offer
old pewter, old glass bottles, and a Bennington pitcher.
I t still shows its original strap handles and old latchtruly a relic of the Pilgrim Century.
(Fifth floor, Furniture building)

Jordan Marsh Company

L

